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Central Region Middle School #7A:
School of Arts and Culture
Pilot School

Section 1: Executive Summary

The CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture and CRMS#7 Business and Technology School are
applying in partnership with Synergy Kinetic Academy, a charter school. Each of our teams
hopes to operate one of three small learning communities on Central Region Middle School #7
(CRMS#7). If selected, we agree to work collaboratively to operate the entire campus so that all
students at all three schools will attain high levels of academic success.
1a. Mission Statement
The mission of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture is to nurture students who are intrinsically
motivated to prepare themselves for college and their future careers. By integrating relevant
thematic units and real world applications through an emphasis on the arts and cultural studies,
students will understand civic responsibility and the impact they can make on the global network
as genuine agents of change.
Designed as a community-based school, we will welcome all cultures and ethnicities, community
stakeholders, and constructive ideas to help promote the success of the students and the
establishment of a solid college-going culture. Educators will work collaboratively with each
other and community partners to deliver locally designed and enhanced lessons, which utilize
proven instructional strategies and theory. The success of the school will rely on the commitment
and inspiring partnerships formed between the focused student body, passionate staff, skilled
faculty, dedicated parents, and involved community members.
Vision Statement
By recognizing the importance of the middle school within the “pipeline” of schools, CRMS#7
School of Arts and Culture has an overarching vision to connect the highly successful arts
programs operating at the elementary and high school levels, to further enhance arts education,
and to increase the retention rates of the neighborhood students in our local schools. Our
teachers and school leadership will actively collaborate with the elementary school leaders who
will prepare students in the years before matriculation to our middle school. We will also foster
synergistic relationships with the lead teachers and administrators of the small learning
communities of the local high school which our students will attend.
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Additionally, the vision of CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture places the individual child as the
primary focus, where all stakeholders strive to help students to both articulate and achieve their
learning goals. Teachers and school leadership will promote the highest expectations and success
of all members of the school community to collectively develop the students into lifelong
learners. Students will benefit from the personal learning environments fostered by the
dedication of teachers who work cooperatively to promote academics across the curriculum
through arts and humanities. Connecting the stakeholders of CRMS#7 to the network of local
community resources, and elementary and high schools through authentic, meaningful interaction
will help to establish this institution as the flagship educational complex and model of excellence
for the Los Angeles Unified School District. Purposeful collaboration with teachers, parents,
and school leadership from all the schools within the feeder pattern will provide a seamless
transition for students as they progress from Pre-Kindergarten through high school graduation
and beyond.
1b. Student Population
CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture is one of three independent small schools that will serve
approximately 440 students of the 1320 total student population on the middle school campus.
The complete educational complex of CRMS #7 is designed to primarily relieve the
overcrowded, year-round student population of George Washington Carver Middle School, as
well as slightly impacting the student population at Los Angeles Academy Middle School. Similar
to the student population of the local middle schools being relieved by CRMS #7, 95% of
students who will attend the school are of Hispanic background, with the remaining 5% being of
African-American descent. Over 87% of students are classified as economically disadvantaged,
and therefore CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will participate as a school-wide Title One
site with all students receiving free or reduced price lunches. Included with the incoming sixth
graders and the relieved population of seventh and eighth graders are approximately 10% of the
student population classified as eligible for services provided through Special Education.
Additionally, special services will be required to meet the needs of the English Learner
population, comprising 37% of the student body, as well as the approximately 5% of students
designated as Gifted and Talented (see Attachments 2-3 for demographic information on the
local middle schools).
1c. Instructional Program
One feature of the instructional program at CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture that will
enhance student achievement across all subject areas is the focus on providing a phased in
introduction to the secondary grade levels. The middle school will employ several multiplesubject credentialed teachers to service the needs of the sixth graders, as they make the dramatic
switch from the self-contained classroom of the elementary school years. Sixth graders will be
scheduled in two core classes that will not have a passing period. A teacher will be assigned to a
group of students for two consecutive periods, teaching English Language Arts and Social
Studies, or Mathematics and Science. Aside from Physical Education, the teachers who are
assigned to the sixth graders for their core periods will also teach the same groups for their
electives. In this model, a sixth grade student will only have three or four different teachers for
the seven scheduled periods, further personalizing their instruction. The seventh and eighth
4

grade schedules will still have the core period model for English Language Arts and Social
Studies, and Mathematics and Science, but they will be exposed to a greater variety of teachers
during the day, mimicking a high school schedule. Additionally, the opportunity to loop with
core students from the seventh to eighth grade year in the core classes will be supported by the
school leadership team.
The instructional program at CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will embrace the arts as a
vehicle to connect themes across all curricular areas. Through a partnership with the Music
Center of Los Angeles, artists-in-residence will work collaboratively with teams of teachers to
help introduce universal themes of art which are presented in the units of study across all
subjects. Teams of teachers will work collaboratively with professional artists to align the pacing
plan of lessons during the semester to optimize student achievement and understanding. The
elective sequence of classes unique to the middle school will prepare students to enter a rigorous
Visual and Performing Arts curriculum at the high school level.
Three strands of elective classes will directly connect to the programs at Thomas Jefferson High
School’s small learning community, Creative Arts and Expression. Students interested in the
visual arts will explore three years of electives, beginning with a study of Art History and an
introduction to visual arts in sixth grade. In seventh grade, the students will continue to explore
the visual arts through different media, and in eighth grade students will focus on public art as
they develop a service learning project to address a need in the community. Students who are
interested in theater arts will follow a similar pathway through their elective sequence, with the
first two years focused on developing the craft and skill of the theater arts. These students will
dedicate their eighth grade year to developing service learning projects and public performances
at the local elementary schools and other community events. Finally, CRMS#7 School of Arts
and Culture intends to build an elective sequence in music that will feed directly into the
historical music program of Thomas Jefferson High School and the innovative vision of director
Edgar Torres.
1d. School Culture
CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will emphasize a college-going culture which will be evident
in the attitude of the students, the teaching philosophy, and the physical environment of the
school. Through a weekly seminar class, scheduled during the Tuesday Flex period, teachers will
be able to lay a foundation or enhance the students’ understanding of preparing themselves for a
college education. Students will reflect on how the actions they make today will eventually lead
to their readiness for college and careers in the very near future. The teachers will plan with the
end of the semester or year in mind when addressing the curricular or academic needs of the
students; however, the teaching philosophy at the school will emphasize a much longer term
range of educational goals. Infused within lessons will be opportunities to explore the services
provided by the local universities and college students to increase the interactions the middle
school students will have with institutions of higher education. For example, teachers will stack
the standards presented in a Social Studies, English Language Arts, and Art History class by
visiting a local university and participating in a student led tour of an art exhibit which may be
aligned to a particular unit of study. Finally, the hallways, common areas, and classroom doors of
CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will be decorated with college themed posters and logos,
reflecting not only the alma mater of the teachers, but of schools across the country.
5

Even though school uniforms will be adopted by each of the three schools on the CRMS#7
campus, students will participate in regularly scheduled college attire on Fridays to further
promote the students’ exposure to college life. Within the locally designed curriculum of the
seminar class, students will be able to calculate their expected college graduation date, and then
personally backward plan the steps they must fulfill to make this dream a reality. The middle
school students will even begin to explore the options of majors and minors, based on their
subjects or careers of interest. Just as students will be able to explain their current Grade Point
Average to one another or a campus visitor with great confidence, they will be able to articulate
their projected graduation year and degree with ease. Students at CRMS#7 School of Arts and
Culture will have a detailed understanding of the A through G high school graduation
requirements prior to their culmination from eighth grade. Students will also meet with student
leaders from each of the small learning communities at Thomas Jefferson High School to help
them identify the sequence of classes to take when they leave middle school and develop a four
year plan for their high school courses.
Establishing a school culture that is conducive to student and adult success will be a priority that
cannot be overlooked in the first months of opening CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture.
Actively engaging the teachers and other adult stakeholders in one-on-one conversations, as well
as group vision and team building exercises will be critical. The instructional leadership team will
embrace the organizing strategies of their principal community partner, One-LA, to help nurture
this culture of understanding (see section 9). Emphasis will also be placed on creating traditions
or embracing the activities unique to the school that will be celebrated as the history of the
school develops.
1e. Accountability and Performance Goals
Although not required by PSC Request for Proposals, the CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture
decided to include their initial draft of this section.
It is well known that the secondary schools in urban school districts and neighborhoods such as
South Los Angeles have historically struggled to compete with other areas on the numerous
testing and accountability measures. However, the school leadership of CRMS#7 School of Arts
and Culture whole-heartedly believes that the trend will stop at a school site which embraces the
success that is occurring at the local feeder schools and inspires students to be driven to achieve
in their future academic endeavors.
Within the feeder pattern of Jefferson schools, there is a dramatic decline in the accountability
measures as students move from elementary school to high school. For example, at the local
elementary schools the average percent proficient and advanced is 35.6% on the English
Language Arts section of the CST, and 46.5% on the Mathematics section. At the local middle
school, the same percentages fall to 15.5% and 15.6%. By the time the students enter high
school, the percentage scoring proficient and advanced on the English Language Arts sections
remains stable at 15.3%, while the percentage on the Mathematics sections drops to 2.1% (see
Attachments 2-7). A goal of the staff at CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will be to not only
halt the downward trend of test scores as students enter the secondary level, but to build upon
the student achievement that the elementary schools are experiencing.
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Furthermore, as the school will strive to meet the Annual Yearly Progress goals established by
No Child Left Behind, the instructional leaders also intend to exceed the District performance
levels on accountability measures such as the CST, which is currently at 43.4% proficient and
advanced on English Language Arts, and 48.0% on Mathematics. Other measurements of
accountability include growth in student achievement on the California English Language
Development Test (CELDT), periodic assessments, and locally designed summative assessments.
1f. Community Analysis and Context
CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will serve a section of South Los Angeles located in a
neighborhood just northeast of the historic Central Avenue Jazz District. The community holds
onto a rich African-American tradition, even though dramatic demographic changes have
occurred in the past three decades. Currently, more than 90% of the students in the local schools
are of Latino descent, with the majority entering the school system classified as an English
Language Learner. A major obstacle to the upward mobility of the residents of this community
continues to be the level of education of the adult citizens. Those who work are almost
exclusively generating their income from blue collar jobs in the nearby clothing factories or other
service industries. A recent study by Healthycity.org shows that of the adults age 25 and older,
nearly 75% did not finish high school, and less than 5% have a two- or four-year college degree.
The members of the writing team for CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture are deeply connected
to the community through either being raised in the neighborhood, or having worked nearly
exclusively at a variety of school levels in the immediate area. An area of focus for the writing
team is to provide the youngsters who will attend the middle school with positive role models
and exposure to a world beyond the confines of the 110, 10, 5, and 105 Freeways. Three of the
team members were born and/or raised in the neighborhood surrounding the school, attending
all local LAUSD schools. All of the other main contributors of this proposal have served the
community in several capacities at a number of elementary and secondary schools within the
Jefferson cluster of schools. Needless to say, experience and desire to help the community are
qualifications of all the team members.
Seeing the importance of connecting the energy and successful programs at the other schools
within the feeder pattern of schools led the writing team to use the metaphor of a “pipeline” to
describe the family of schools in the neighborhood. Using CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture
as a hub of activity between the different levels of schools, the instructional leaders understand
the value of exploring the programs succeeding at the elementary and high school level. It is
imperative that the voices of educators, students, and parents are heard throughout the process
of the proposal development. The members of this writing team have actively engaged with and
participated in large and small group meetings, and individual discussions with parents, teachers,
and administrators at nearly all the schools impacted by the opening of CRMS#7 School of Arts
and Culture. The concerns and wishes of the elementary level parents and teachers were of
particular interest because many students within the local area choose to not attend the public
middle schools. They opt for the charter or private school alternatives. The writing team intends
to put the programs that the constituents want in a school in place at CRMS#7 School of Arts
and Culture, giving parents an incentive to keep their children in our school system.
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1g. Leadership
The leadership team of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will look more like the Round
Table of Camelot, where all have equal voice, as opposed to a top down model which is
traditionally adopted by many business and school models. In the center of any of the leadership
team’s decisions, all stakeholders will place the students first, avoiding all adult-based agenda
policies to be initiated. Key stakeholders will include the voices of the parents, via the English
Learner and Compensatory Education Advisory Councils (ELAC and CEAC). Parents and
community members will also be part of the decision-making process as members of the School
Site Council and School Governance Councils. Teachers who are hired to work at CRMS#7
School of Arts and Culture will be asked to participate on at least two support teams or councils,
taking a leadership role in at least one. The teams that have been established at this time include
the Safety Team, Language Appraisal Team (LAT), Coordination of Services Team (COST),
Students with Disabilities Team (SWD), Data Team, and Instructional Leadership Team (see
Attachment 8). Additionally, the Principal, Counselor, and other support staff will participate in
a variety of leadership roles, as needed.
The instructional leader who has been identified to be the principal of CRMS#7 School of Arts
and Culture is Mr. Thomas Welch. An extensive list of experience in the local neighborhood,
credentials, education, high recommendations, and history working with community partners
makes Mr. Welch the ideal candidate to introduce the middle school to the district. His vision
for a successful school in South Los Angeles, and the support network of highly qualified
teachers, influential community leaders, dedicated parents, and university students will provide an
additional intangible positive impact on the new middle school. Nine years of experience at the
elementary school level has allowed Mr. Welch to build excellent relationships with the
elementary school leadership and teachers in the neighborhood. Furthermore, his three years of
experience working at Thomas Jefferson High School as the Bilingual Coordinator has opened
the potential for numerous symbiotic relationships with the administrators, teachers, and
students.
1h. School Governance Model
The leadership team of CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture has selected to write a proposal
following the Pilot school model primarily due to the increased autonomy of staffing teachers
and administrators. As mentioned in a famous quote by American cultural anthropologist
Margaret Mead, “Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change
the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.” By embracing the ideals of this great
American, the leadership team recognizes the unique opportunity of writing a plan and opening a
school with a small group of individuals dedicated to transforming the educational landscape of
their community. The provisions delineated within the Pilot school model will enable the
leadership team and teachers to overcome some of the historical barriers to establishing a highly
successful school, such as the issues of “must-place” teachers and the adoption of culturally
“irrelevant” curriculum. The structures within the Pilot school model that will promote the true
transformation of a middle school in South Los Angeles include, but are not limited to, the
complete autonomy over staffing, budget, curriculum selection, assessment development, school
governance, and scheduling.
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In exchange for the increased autonomy provided by the Pilot school model, the leadership team
also understands that the Los Angeles Unified School District will demand a higher level of
accountability and expectations of student performance on the Annual Measurable
Accountability Objectives (AMAOs). However, by being able to organically create a school
leadership team and meticulously hire the educators who make the perfect fit for the vision of the
CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture, the principal will not need to train the adults to construct
a relational culture. Inviting educators who already embrace the ideals of the school to join the
family of teachers and students at the middle school will enhance the collaborative nature of this
small school model. By working together and building upon the authentic relationships between
all stakeholders at the middle school, meeting the increased accountability measures will be an
attainable goal.

Section 2: Instructional Program
2a. Instructional Philosophy
With a direct emphasis on the study of the arts, CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will make
cross-curricular connections with universal themes in art presented in all subjects. A principal
partnership with the Music Center of Los Angeles is planned to help provide teachers support in
implementing comprehensive, sequential and thematic instruction in dance, music, theatre, and
the visual arts for all students. School-wide professional development opportunities by the Music
Center will assist teachers in taking advantage of artistic and cultural connections, which may
enhance their curriculum and instruction. Teachers will work in teams of three, along with an
artist-in-residence to incorporate grade-level appropriate entry points to students, based on
universal themes and the California Visual and Performing Arts Standards. The students and
teachers will also be introduced to the diverse cultural traditions of professional artists and
performers throughout the school year through the Music Center on Tour program, further
exposing them to a range of artistic disciplines and styles.
The core instructional philosophy of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture is aligned with the
long-term goals and perspectives of the students as members of the Los Angeles community and
global economy. Students and teachers will be expected to prepare for the rigors of periodic
assessment throughout the school year, which will in turn lead to the readiness of addressing the
demands of the high-stakes annual State exams. However, the goal of succeeding on a short
term basis, from quarter to quarter, or year to year, will take the back seat to the ultimate
endeavor of establishing attainable long term educational and career goals, and making the
appropriate decisions in preparation for achieving potential aspirations in adulthood. The
essentials of any school program – Language Arts, Mathematics, Social Studies, Physical
Education, and Science – will be taught to the students of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture.
In addition, the educators of this school community will look beyond the curriculum, standards,
and instructions, and teach the student for not just who they are today, but who they want to be
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10 or 20 years beyond their inception as a member of the CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture
community.
In addition to the District approved curriculum and arts programs, which will be adopted by
CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture, an emphasis will be placed on exploring and developing
educational and career objectives, allowing the students and parents to more clearly visualize how
the effort put forth in the present will translate to tangible goals in the very near future.
Addressing these essential foundations of intrinsic motivation will be a priority of the staff
members of CRMS#7, presented during the flexible period of the normal school day (see
Attachment 9).
Introducing the youngsters to the careers of adults working in the Greater Los Angeles
community through meaningful research and guest presentations will provide the students a deep
understanding of what they must do to reach their goals. By developing a career and collegereadiness curriculum with the staff and the support network of professionals committed to
partnering with CRMS#7, students will be able to learn about different educational and career
pathways, meet the professionals who currently work in these sectors, and ask meaningful
questions of adults who work in the desired fields yet still find time to share their experiences
with the future leaders of the Angelino community.
The instructional program of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will provide an opportunity
for all stakeholders to explore and promote a college-going culture within their community. As
students interact with a large number of mentors from Los Angeles area universities, professional
artists, and other community organizations to improve their understanding of college, they will be
able to clearly articulate their future goals and understand how what they do will impact the
process of attaining their dreams. All of the families of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture
students, as well as the younger students who will eventually matriculate to the school, will be
direct beneficiaries of this instructional philosophy as their awareness and excitement for a
college education and career readiness is fostered and nurtured.
The proposed instructional program of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture is directly aligned
with the educational issues and the fragmented feeder pattern of schools facing the impacted
neighborhood. Currently in South Los Angeles several local elementary schools are successfully
working toward meeting the District, State, and Federal annual goals for student achievement.
However, as the students matriculate to middle school, several families decide to search for other
options for their children, including charter schools. The “flight” from our local public schools is
further exacerbated when students progress from middle to high school. Numerous factors may
contribute to some of the most talented and bright students leaving the neighborhood public
school system, but they all essentially come down to fear. It could be fear of the unknown, fear
of the known statistics, fear of the historical reputations, fear of the instructional program of
staff, or any other misconceptions.
The theory behind linking the local elementary schools with CRMS#7 School of Arts and
Culture, and eventually the high school programs, is to increase the familiarity of the students and
families being served by the community’s schools. By offering opportunities to explicitly teach a
range of arts across all curricular areas, while tapping into the skills and lessons learned in
elementary school, students will feel more connected to the school mission and vision. Also, the
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arts education programs in place at the local elementary school, such as Nevin Avenue
Elementary School’s Shakespeare and piano program, will have a sense of continuity at CRMS#7
School of Arts and Culture. Students will be able to further develop their talents during their
three years at the middle school level, and enter the Small Learning Community at Thomas
Jefferson High School, Creative Arts and Expression (CAE), prepared to take higher level arts
elective classes such as Advanced Placement Ceramics and Art History. This connection
between the different school levels in the neighborhood will help the local schools retain some of
their most talented students, while increasing the motivation for all students to have pride in their
education and neighborhood.
2b. Core Academic Curriculum
The core academic curriculum that will be used at CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture is based
on the adopted Standards for California Public Schools using the McGraw-Hill/Glencoe
California edition textbooks, approved by the State and the Los Angeles Unified School District
(LAUSD). The focus theme of the middle school will emphasize the artistic and cultural
elements across all content areas, and students will experience a three-year arts program, modeled
after the small learning community structure of numerous high schools. The art program will
culminate at the end of the eighth grade year with a civic engagement project that will introduce
students to the elements of service learning, a high school graduation requirement.
The students of CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will be exposed to a series of classes in the
arts that will establish a strong foundation and prepare them to be successful in the small learning
community models, which have been adopted by several local LAUSD high schools. Initially the
sequence of electives in the arts will focus on art history and the visual arts, such as painting,
drawing, and ceramics. As the arts program at the middle school develops and expands,
programs in music, dance, and theatre arts will be included as three-year arts elective sequences.
This model is aligned with Thomas Jefferson High School’s small learning community, called
CAE – Creative Arts and Expression. Theoretically, students will be exposed to an area of focus
in the arts in middle school, and then they will be able to further develop their skills in the high
school program.
The art curriculum will rely on a principal partnership with the Los Angeles Music Center and
their artist-in-residence program. The Music Center will provide intensive professional
development opportunities and guidance that will support collaborative planning between the
professional artists and small groups of teachers. Through this process, the teachers will gain
skills and content knowledge in a specific art form and will explore integration strategies across
the curriculum being taught in the different subject areas. The arts will be taught during the
students’ elective class, however to further intensify understanding and enhance instruction,
teachers in the other core subjects will collaborate to incorporate exposure to the arts throughout
their units of study.
These are several programs and service providers or partners who are already working with the
local elementary schools, such as Nevin Avenue Elementary and 20th Street Elementary, as well as
the community partnerships at Thomas Jefferson High School, which will further connect the
efforts to enhance the arts in South Los Angeles schools. An example of the crucial connections
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of relationships is the Center Theatre Group who operates programs at many elementary schools
in South Los Angeles and works with the Drama teacher at Thomas Jefferson High School.
Since CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture is the connecting school in the Jefferson feeder
pattern, elements of the theatre arts curriculum or program should be implemented at the middle
school. Rather than viewing the six years in elementary, the three years in middle, and the four
years in high school as separate phases in the students’ education, the interconnection of the arts
programs in the local school will offer consistency for the students.

2b.i. Curriculum Plan and Autonomy
Art
The students of CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will be exposed to artistic contributions
throughout history during their sixth grade year. The art program will use Glencoe’s
Understanding Art textbook to not only explore the development of artistic principles from
ancient times, but to make connections to themes across all curricular areas. Students will gain an
appreciation for the historical and cultural elements of art as they study and experience artists
through museum visits and on-campus art programs. Students will also benefit from the
partnership with the Latino Museum in Downtown Los Angeles, as well as specially arranged
curricular field trips to the California African American Museum in Exposition Park. This survey
of Art History class will develop the foundation for the three-year art program at CRMS #7
School of Arts and Culture.
The seventh grade students will begin to investigate the elements of art at more depth as they
take a studio art or design class for their elective. Students will draw, paint, sculpt, design, and
create projects that align with the themes studied in their core curriculum classes throughout the
year. Classes will expose students to a variety of different techniques used around the world by
the great artists in history. Students will also have an opportunity to meet professional artists
who will share their experiences and expertise. By the end of the school year, the artwork
produced by the students will be publicly displayed at the CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture
annual art fair.
The final year of the three-year course of study in art will culminate with an artistic civic
engagement project to benefit the local community, which follows the service-learning model
used in high school. Eighth graders will be able to build on their perspective of art developed by
the art history classes in their first year and the artistic applications the work on in the previous
year. Students will partner with their classmates to create a project that will benefit their local
community. This elective will follow the project based-learning model, as students with analyze
and address an authentic need or issue in their neighborhood.
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Music
CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will provide a second option for a three year track of
elective classes, following a fully developed sequence of music electives. An emphasis of this
program will be on performances in the local community and at the elementary schools that feed
into the middle school. Additionally, the music director will work collaboratively with Mr.
Torres, the music director of Thomas Jefferson High School’s Creative Arts and Expression
community. Making these key partnerships within the local school communities will ultimately
enhance the music programs at both CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture and Thomas
Jefferson High School, and provide opportunities to develop more musically gifted students in
the local community.
English
The language arts program at CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture is focused on the reading,
writing, speaking, and listening skills necessary for success in all academic areas. Cross-cultural
and artistic connections are deliberately met throughout McGraw-Hill/Glencoe’s California
Treasures (English Language Arts) and Expressions (for English Language Development), the
curriculum adopted by the school. Through the autonomies provided by the Pilot school model,
the English Department team will be able to develop and enhance the textbook adoption,
creating a unique pacing plan and assessment projects that will be embedded in the curriculum.
Teachers choose from a wide range of titles, provided by the Glencoe Literature Library, that
introduce students to many genres including novels, historical fiction, myths, non-fiction, short
stories, and poetry. The educators at CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will ensure gradelevel and reading level appropriateness through the readability measurements aligned with the
Degrees of Reading Power (DRP) index. Using the varied selection of literature, students will
increase reading fluency and develop vocabulary. They will analyze characters and authors’ intent.
Students will act out scenes and write from the point of view of a character. They will create
storyboards, posters, and projects to process and illustrate what they are learning. An emphasis
on cultural foundations, diversity, and artistic influence within the selected literature will be
placed in the sixth grade English classes at CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture.
Along with the many discussions that occur in connection with literature and history, students
also write extensively on a number of topics. They may write about their personal reading in
journals as part of regular sustained silent reading. They write personal essays, sometimes as a
response to an event in reading or history. Students participate in a variety projects. Often these
projects require discussion, note-taking, writing, drawing or dramatizing and presenting to others
in a variety of settings. As part of this process, grammar, language mechanics and spelling skills
are taught and stressed as essential components of the well-educated sixth grade student.
The seventh grade English program at CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture continues the
successful groundwork begun in 6th grade. In addition to individual book choices, classes read
carefully chosen novels from the Literature Library and shorter works together. Works are
analyzed for theme, figures of speech, and connections to other works as well as the traditional
examination of setting, plot, and character. Students can utilize the library during some of the
scheduled Flex classes, with periods of sustained silent reading monitored by the Accelerated
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Reading Program (AR). AR will motivate students to read novels of their own choice at their
appropriate reading level and enables fluency, comprehension, and practice. Specific reading
strategies are taught in conjunction with this program to ensure focused reading.
Teachers will further develop students’ writing by continuing with the school-wide instructional
strategies and the writer’s workshop model. The writing program includes strands of vocabulary
development, grammar, spelling, and mechanics. Students begin with a very structured approach
to paragraph construction and expand to complete essays that demonstrate clarity, organization,
and analysis. The essay forms studied at this level include narrative, descriptive,
persuasive/justification, and response to literature. Exercises in creative writing encourage
students to imaginatively express their understanding of themselves, the works they are studying,
and the world. Seventh graders will also be expected to give written analysis of the great works
of art studied in their studio art and design class.
In eighth grade Language Arts, students build upon the foundation created in 6th and 7th grade.
Students expand their knowledge of correct spelling conventions and varied sentence structure in
order to write and read critically. Students learn how to write persuasive essays on significant
cultural and historical topics, as well as develop a literary response to the novels they read as a
class and individually. Students create compositions with a well-defined thesis, supporting body
paragraphs and a clear substantiated conclusion. In addition, students read and write creatively
on a daily basis. Students also acquire literacy skills through role-playing, reader’s theatre, and
oral presentations.
During the second semester of the eighth grade year, students will begin to work on their
electronic middle school portfolio. Students will include writing samples from the writing genres
studied during the year – Narrative, Expository, Response to Literature, and Persuasive. The
electronic portfolio will also include a personal statement and resume. Eighth grade English
teachers will also provide time for students to incorporate the project-based learning assignment
from the art elective class as well as other essential documents. Students will also take a locally
designed California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) diagnostic prior to the end of the second
semester.
History
Core teachers who teach the English Language Arts and Social Studies curriculum will have the
opportunity to work with their students on several cross-curricular projects emphasizing the arts.
Teachers at all grade levels will focus on the concept of GRAPES in each unit studied
throughout the three years at CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture to provide consistency for
the students. Specifically, GRAPES is an acronym for Geography, Religion, Achievements,
Political Structure, Economics, and Social Structure, which are all universal themes presented in
the history of world civilizations.
The sixth grade history program is focused on Ancient Civilizations, including geography, culture,
and major political movements. CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will utilize the curriculum
presented in McGraw-Hill/Glencoe’s Discovering Our Past series. The primary units of study
are Early Humans, Elements of Early Civilizations, Mesopotamia, Egypt, India, China, Greece,
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and Rome. Students are exposed to authentic literature and a variety of sources of information
film and art to understand why civilizations developed when and where they did. While studying
the various cultures, arts and technology are explored and used to develop, reinforce, and extend
learning. Exploration into the artistic development of the human form and the variety of medians
used throughout the centuries of early history will be connected to overarching concepts. Unit
projects ask students to create storyboards, Grecian urns and sculpture, as well as to perform
skits, readers’ theatre, and dramatizations or dances that reflect historical themes.
Seventh grade students study the social, cultural, artistic, and technological changes that occurred
in Europe, Africa, Asia, and the Americas AD 500-1789. The textbook, which Social Studies
teachers will use as a guide to this period of study, is the McGraw-Hill/Glencoe’s Medieval to
Modern Times. Students will study the geography and history of great civilizations and cultures
that were developing and their interactions with each other: Rome, Islam, African Kingdoms,
China, Japan, Medieval Europe, the Renaissance, Reformation, Age of Exploration, Inca and
Aztec civilizations, and the Enlightenment. Seventh graders examine the growing economic
interactions as well as the exchange of ideas, beliefs, technologies, and commodities. They will
learn about the roots of democratic ideas and the continuing influence of these ideas in the world
today. Throughout the units of study, Social Studies and Studio Art teachers will work
collaboratively to plan lessons that are thematically connected.
In eighth grade, students will explore American History through McGraw-Hill/Glencoe’s
American Journey to World War I. Students will study ideas, issues and events from the framing
of the Constitution to the Industrial Revolution and beyond. To enliven their study of history
and to gain a different perspective, students read historical novels and American literature as a
whole class and in Literature Circles format during each unit of study. Teachers will present
reading selections from Literature Library to read with the whole class to enhance students’
understanding of the overarching themes, such as the Westward Movement. Examples of
literature circle titles include novels such as The Kidnapped Prince, The Story of Olaudah
Equiano, Fighting Ground, and The Autobiography of Ms. Jane Pittman. Students also read and
analyze novels including Raisin in the Sun, Of Mice and Men, and To Kill a Mockingbird to gain
appreciation for central themes related to our collective American identity and to make
connections with the historical lessons taught within the Social Studies framework. Project-based
learning is a crucial instructional strategy in eighth grade Social Studies, as students prepare
themselves to work collaboratively on a number of assignments.
Math
Sixth graders at CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will master the four arithmetic operations
with whole numbers, positive fractions, positive decimals, and positive and negative integers, as
they will accurately compute and solve problems. They apply their knowledge to statistics using
the concepts of mean, median, and mode of data sets and calculate range. As students analyze
data, sampling processes will be checked for possible bias and misleading conclusions. While
reviewing probability, they will use addition and multiplication of fractions routinely to calculate
the outcome of common events. Additionally, students will work with and conceptually
understand ratios and proportions and compute percentages. By the end of the year, they will
also know about  (pi) and the formulas for the circumference and area of a circle and use letters
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for numbers in unknown part of an expression. Finally, a special focus will be placed on solving
one-step linear equations and use multiple problem-solving strategies to find answers to practical
problems. The ability of mastering the one-step linear equations will provide a solid foundation
for the Pre-Algebra and Algebra curriculum in the following two years. McGraw-Hill/Glencoe’s
California Mathematics series and California Math Triumphs will be implemented by the
Mathematics Department in conjunction with locally designed intervention lessons and strategies.
Intervention opportunities to address the large number of students who are not proficient in
math are provided during the Flex period, as well as during the three intersession periods
between each quarter (see the proposed school calendar, Attachment 10).
At CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture all students will be prepared to master Algebra. In
seventh grade students will further solidify the algebraic foundations as they become adept at
manipulating numbers and equations and understand general principles at work. They will use
factoring of numerators and denominators and properties of exponents. Additionally, seventh
graders will know and use the Pythagorean theorem to solve problems in which they compute the
length of an unknown side. They will also compute surface area and volume of threedimensional objects and understand how area and volume change with a change in scale.
Students will make conversions between different units of measurement and use different
representations of fractional numbers (fractions, decimals, and percents) and will be proficient at
changing from one to another. Seventh graders will increase their facility with ratio and
proportion, compute percents of increase and decrease, calculate simple and compound interest,
graph linear equations, and deal with the idea of slope and its relationship to ratio. Seventh grade
math teachers will work collaboratively to design project based learning assignments, in which
students will be provided the opportunity to make real world connections and applications to the
content studied in class.
Since math literacy is crucial in our modern technological society, all eighth grade students CRMS
#7 School of Arts and Culture will study Algebra. In this course, students work extensively with
the equations, graphs, and systems of linear and quadratic functions. They also apply various
problem-solving strategies to solve challenging word problems on topics such as banking
investments, school design, recreational center design, consumer decisions, and aeronautics.
Math teachers will adhere to the adopted Framework of Standards for California Public Schools
using the McGraw-Hill/Glencoe’s California Algebra 1 textbook as a tool to implement the
eighth grade math program. Locally designed lesson enhancements and pre-teaching
assignments, in conjunction with the aligned intervention resources of California Math Triumphs,
will allow teachers and students to be successful in the Algebra classroom. The foundation of
algebraic principles studied in sixth and seventh grade will also help students to experience
mastery of this difficult subject area. The math department teachers will collaborate to design the
most effective pacing plan and assessment schedule for our students. The lesson
introductions/warm-ups and concepts studied throughout the school year are spiraled, so
students revisit topics over the year to develop a deep and long-lasting understanding of Algebra.
This course promotes a balance of conceptual understanding and skill proficiency, and it provides
the foundation for students’ future math courses in high school and at the university level.
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Science
In sixth grade, CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture students explore the forces that shape and
change our Earth through the McGraw-Hill/Glencoe’s California Focus on Earth Sciences
curriculum. Using the scientific method as a basis and an inquiry approach, students explore plate
tectonics, earthquakes, volcanoes, weather, ecosystems, etc. A common theme in sixth grade
Earth Science is cycles, such as the life cycle in ecosystems, convections currents in plate
tectonics, and water cycle/convection in weather. Sixth graders, as well as students from all
grade levels, will design their own practical science experiment and produce a presentation for the
Science Fair, showcasing their mastery of the scientific method. The Science Fair will be an
annual family event, scheduled prior to the completion of the third quarter.
CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture presents the biological sciences to students in seventh
grade, using the framework of McGraw-Hill/Glencoe’s California Focus on Life Science.
Students will learn about the basics of cellular biology, including puberty, reproduction, and
genetics during this year. Evolution and the development of the modern human is another focus
of instruction and scientific investigation in the seventh grade science curriculum. Finally, living
systems and the vital systems of the human body will be studied. The studio art and life science
teachers will collaborate to make connections between themes of the two subjects, such as the
human muscular or skeletal systems and symmetry, to enhance understanding of both subject
areas.
In eighth grade, students conduct scientific investigations in chemistry and physics in through
McGraw-Hill/Glencoe’s California Focus on Physical Science curriculum. Students will utilize
the scientific method to conduct numerous group projects during this course. Science teachers
will emphasize collaboration, hands-on investigations and the use of technology, as students
study the physical sciences. The philosophy of the science classroom is that CRMS #7 School of
Arts and Culture is a community of learners who work together, using technology and other
traditional tools of science to discover the basic principles that underlie each of the topics
studied. Students and teachers strive to create a supportive and stimulating think tank in which
the wonders of the physical universe are appreciated and understood.
Students in eighth grade will study several themes in Physical Science that will provide
opportunities to foster group investigations. In the matter and chemical reactions unit, students
create models of atoms, element brochures, and periodic tables as a means of understanding the
form and function of atoms, molecules and their interactions. In the forces and motion unit,
after our investigation of the three laws of motion, students will apply their knowledge in
different projects. In the solar system unit, each student builds a scale model of the solar system
to visualize the vast distances in our universe. Students will also explore the circumstances that
create our seasonal changes, and eclipse, the equinox and solstice, and a general overview of the
nine planets in our solar system.
Additionally, throughout the three years at CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture, students will be
exposed to topics traditionally taught during a separate Health elective. Teachers and school
leaders will develop a three-year curriculum plan gradually to introduce several key concepts
covered in the traditional Health class. Topics included in this locally designed curricular plan
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include: nutrition, personal health, substance abuse, safety and injury prevention, consumer and
community health, individual growth and development, and diseases.
Physical Education
The sixth grade Physical Education (PE) program at CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will
focus on the difficult transition that the youngsters experience as they leave the familiar confines
of elementary school. The PE teachers will work specifically with the sixth graders to ease the
transition to the secondary schedule (for example, locker rooms and preparation for PE class).
Teachers will explore basic elements of movement and its relationship to child development.
Activities in physical education classes emphasize self-improvement, participation and
cooperation in a non-competitive atmosphere. Students will participate in skill development,
physical fitness, team sports, individual sports, net games, rhythmic/dance, as well as cooperative
games. During Physical Education classes, students are encouraged to practice communication
skills, psychomotor, locomotor, non-locomotor, manipulative perceptual motor skills,
fitness/wellness as well as developing good body management skills.
Seventh and eighth grade students participate in a comprehensive sequential physical education
program. This system promotes physical, mental, emotional and social wellness. Activities
include net games, circuit training, team games, jump rope, individual games, and track/field.
Physical Education teachers focus on skill development, rather than competition. A noncompetitive atmosphere allows students to try new physical activities. Students will know “why”
they are learning specific skills and how they are benefiting personally. As an extension to
Physical Education, students will learn and understand the need for appropriate nutrition and
exercise during the Flex period classes.
English as a Second Language
The students who enter CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture as a participant in the English as a
Second Language (ESL) program will receive instruction in an ESL core class, regardless of grade
level. The ESL students will develop their listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills as they
explore Hampton Brown’s Edge curriculum. Proper placement of the English Language
Learners will be emphasized, as the school will take a proactive approach to addressing the needs
of Long Term English Learners (LTELs). The lead teachers and administration will be
committed to meeting with the fifth grade teachers of the feeder elementary schools to ensure
proper placement in the secondary ESL program. The teachers who are knowledgeable of both
the students and structure of the secondary ESL program will carefully consider the work
samples within the ELD portfolios, test scores, grades, and personal narratives about the students
which will touch upon some of the intangibles that cannot be gleaned from simply looked at a
data transfer data card.
A Waiver to Basic program option will be explored for students who enter CRMS #7 with less
than a year of their initial USA enrollment. CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture and the CRMS
#7 Business and Technology School will work collaboratively to meet the needs of students at
the ESL 1A and 1B levels. The vision of this small program within the school’s instructional
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plan will be to provide intense first and second language instruction across all subject areas,
preparing the students to be included in the mainstream grade level classes by the beginning of
their second year. This Waiver to Basic program will resemble the elementary model, which is
being used as a basis for the sixth grade curricular plan at CRMS #7. The English Language
Learners who enroll in the program at the school will receive intensive instruction during the
regular school day and will be able to take advantage of before school, after school, and
intersession enrichment or intervention opportunities to accelerate language acquisition. With
this model, the ESL level 1A through 2B students will not lose an additional elective opportunity
during the regular school day.
Teachers, students, and administrators will strive to accelerate language acquisition through the
programs and strategies employed within the ESL program, allowing students to enter high
school designated as a Reclassified Fluent English Proficient (RFEP) or Preparing to Reclassify
Program (PRP) student. The ESL program model will be clearly communicated to students and
parents, with the intention to motivate progress through the series of ESL classes so students will
have access to the A through G English classes when the enter high school. In addition, a special
emphasis will be placed on the process and goal of Reclassifying or exiting the ESL sequence of
classes, with regular recognition and celebration of the students who attain these goals.
Computer Technology
Sixth graders at CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will have the opportunity to explore the
computer basics during the computer class offered during the Flex period. In the first semester,
the computer class will focus on the basics of the widely used computer programs, as well as
keyboarding skills. As the year progresses, the students will be taught how to use a variety of
software programs using project-based lessons, including word processing, publishing,
presentation, and photography software. Sixth graders will also focus on how to conduct
Internet research. Students are expected to work cooperatively and complete their projects in a
timely fashion.
Seventh and eighth graders will also utilize the computer lab to conduct research and to publish
the final drafts of their projects. With the guidance of teachers across all curricular areas,
students will be comfortable using the popular computer applications and publishing software.
Students will be able to create sophisticated PowerPoint presentations and increase their comfort
level when presenting to classmates, at assemblies, or to others at off-campus engagements.
Finally, all students will work on their electronic portfolio throughout the last semester of the
eighth grade year, submitting a CD or USB to the CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture archive
of college-ready students.
AVID
CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will adopt the Advancement Via Individual Determination
(AVID) program to further develop the intrinsic motivation of students to attend a four-year
university. Initially, the school will schedule one AVID elective for the sixth grade class, and
expand the program to two sixth grade and one seventh grade offering by the second year of
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operation. The third year will experience additional growth as we will add another section to the
sixth grade class, and continue the existing clusters of students. Using this model, the middle
school will have three AVID sections designated for each grade level by the third year of
operation. AVID teachers will be trained to implement the curriculum with fidelity as they
attempt to couple the development of self-management skills while infusing motivation to attend
a four year college. Students will learn study skills and the resiliency to withstand the social,
intellectual, and personal demands of preparing for and going to a four-year college of their
choice.
2b.ii. School-site curriculum development timeline
Prior to the opening of CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture, the complete staff of teachers will
have ample opportunity to map out a locally designed pacing plan for the different subject areas.
Professional development meetings during the summer will focus on the creation of a detailed
customized curriculum and assessment schedule for the first semester. A long-term plan will also
be devised to map out the entire school year, taking into consideration the California
Standardized Test window. Teachers will work in subject-alike teams as well as explore crosscurricular connections with teams of teachers who share students. For example, the sixth grade
teachers can work in groups of three to plan how some of the themes in the English Language
Arts/Social Studies curriculum can be taught in conjunction with concepts presented in
Mathematics/Science and the art elective classes. Teachers will use the subject specific California
state content standards in conjunction with adopted Glencoe/McGraw-Hill textbooks and
curriculum as a guideline to develop a culturally relevant year-long plan.
Customizing the curriculum for seminar classes will be much more time consuming for the staff
because there is not a set curriculum in place, and the materials covered should be truly specific
to the needs of our LAUSD students and the calendar of academic events scheduled for the
school site. The Flex period every Tuesday will be designated for the seminar class, and the
teachers at each grade level will collaboratively develop lesson plans and activities to cover
throughout the school year. The idea behind the seminar class is to personalize the learning
experience and maximize the impact of the teacher to student relationship throughout the three
years at CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture. Teachers will present lessons on earning excellent
grades, class credits, college admission requirements, career opportunities, high-stakes testing, test
taking strategies, goal development, personal wellness, values, character, a preview of the A
through G requirements, and the Individualized Curriculum/Graduation Plan.
The partnership with the Music Center of Los Angeles and the artist-in-residence program will
allow teachers to further integrate elements of the arts across all content areas. Monthly
professional development time and weekly common conference periods will be dedicated to
stacking the content standards of the variety of classes represented at each grade level. Teachers
will work with the artists-in-residence to address the universal themes studied in each unit, by
combining certain sequences of lessons to enhance student understanding of the concepts
explored in the classroom.
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2c. Addressing the Needs of All Students
As stated in the instructional philosophy of CRMS #7, the Response to Instruction and
Intervention (RTI2) model ensures that the needs of all students are addressed. The core tenet of
this model is all students can effectively meet high standards utilizing the RTI2 multi-tiered
framework. The RtI2 model is a framework based on the prerequisite of good first instruction
and the use of data for appropriate acceleration and interventions for all students. The RTI2
model seeks to personalize instruction by creating the conditions to identify students in need at
an early stage and provide immediate strategic assistance, progress monitoring, and the
implementation of research-based instructional interventions. In addition, the utilization of the
Problem Solving Process provides the tool to ensure that all variables are considered to inform
accommodations and/or modifications to the personalized instructional program for each
student. The variables that must be considered are student’s background, learning style,
curriculum, pedagogical strategies, classroom environment, school environment and other
variables. By defining the problem, analyzing the problem, implementing a plan and evaluating
the plan, the data will provide information to determine the next step in this cyclical process.
Based on the instructional philosophy, the following is a brief summary of the 3 tiers of the RTI2
model, based on BUL-4827.1 Multi-Tiered Framework for Instruction, Intervention, and Support, REF4984.1 Implementing a Multi-Tiered Framework for Instruction, Intervention, and Support and REF-1276
Secondary Instruction and Services – Students with Disabilities Accessing the Core Curriculum. Tier 1 is
known as “Core Instruction” to which all students must have universal access. All students
receive high quality, evidence-based, core classroom curriculum and instruction. Tier 2, known
as “Strategic or Supplemental Intervention,” is provided in addition to Tier 1 core instruction.
Strategic Intervention is for 10-15% of students that need additional time and type of instruction
to learn successfully. Strategic interventions include more intensive, immediate instruction
aligned to students’ instructional needs based on data from multiple measures including ongoing
progress monitoring. Tier 3, known as “Intensive Intervention,” is for an estimated 1-5% of
students that need individualized and/or very small-group instruction that is highly focused, in
addition to Tiers 1 and 2, and designed to accelerate student progress. Tier 3 typically includes
use of curricula, pedagogy, or instruction that is different from Tier 1 and Tier 2 because data
indicates that academic or behavioral progress is delayed despite well-implemented
instruction/intervention. Progress monitoring at Tier 3 is more frequent. Student performance
is monitored closely to evaluate progress and the effectiveness of all instruction and intervention.
Intensity, frequency, duration of support, and student-teacher ratio changes as the students move
through the tiers, as does the frequency of progress monitoring. This multi-tiered framework is a
continuum of instruction and intervention where an individual student may simultaneously
receive differentiated instruction in varying intensity in Tiers 1, 2, and 3 in order to match
learning supports to both academic and behavioral/social-emotional needs.
CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture strives to meet the unique needs of all students by creating
a personalized instructional environment. In striving to meet this goal, there will be an emphasis
on students that have traditionally performed below their peers. Thus, the school will implement
specific instructional practices to facilitate the conditions for academic achievement. In addition,
class schedules will be adapted to create a personalized instructional environment for all students.
CRMS #7 will implement program adaptability to meet student’s needs of all students during
their Flex period and Seminar class. Thus, to address the special needs of English Learners
(ELs), Students with Disabilities (SWD), Gifted and Talented Education (GATE), and Standard
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English Learner Students (SELs), the school will implement specific instructional practices that
will be used to deliver the core curriculum to specific student groups. The school will utilize the
RTI2 model and the Problem-Solving Process to provide the personalized instructional
environment for all students. The effective use of a Multi-Tiered Problem-Solving Process will
ensure the academic, behavioral and social/emotional success of all students within the CRMS
#7. CRMS#7 will utilize data to improve teaching and learning, develop multi-tiered layers of
instruction and intervention supports based on students needs.
CRMS #7 will implement strategies and services for English Learners (ELs), Students with
Disabilities (SWD), Gifted and Talented Education (GATE), and Standard English Learner
Students (SELs) to receive personalized instruction to meet their unique needs. The teachers and
instructional leaders will ensure the implementation of research-based approach by providing
professional development, the work of the Professional Learning Communities (PLCs),
Academic Language Development, using the Cognitive Coaching model, Instructional Rounds
models, Understanding by Design and student progress monitoring.
The District implemented an initiative to accelerate the academic progress of ELs due to ELs not
meeting the three Annual Measurable Academic Objectives (AMAOs). The District’s initiative
focuses on the implementation Specifically Designed Academic Instruction in English (SDAIE),
so ELs can access the core curriculum. The SDAIE sessions will be implemented through
professional development sessions during the first six months of the professional development
schedule. The school will utilize the Instructional Rounds model and Cognitive Coaching model
to gauge the effectiveness of implementation and progress monitor students. These strategies are
effective for all English Learners including Long Term English Learners (LTEL). Through the
framework of the 3 C’s (Content, Comprehension and Connections) and an I (Interaction)
(LAUSD, 2010), ELs can access the core curriculum more easily. In addition, CRMS #7 will plan
professional development on the implementation of the Sheltered Instruction Observation
Protocol (SIOP) model (Echevarria, Vogt and Short 2008) and Cognitive Academic Language
Learning Approach (CALLA) (Chamot and O’Malley, 1994). In addition, there are specific
school based recommendations for LTELs based on Reparable Harm (Olsen, 2010) that CRMS
#7 plans to integrate.
2d. Instructional Strategies
Throughout all curricular areas, teachers will utilize key instructional strategies in the classroom.
Emphasis will be placed on both oral and written communication as well as the inclusion of
technology on the behalf of students and teachers. Elements of Specifically Designed Academic
Instruction in English (SDAIE), Project-Based Learning, Thinking Maps, and school-wide
reading and writing projects emphasizing Culturally Responsive and Relevant Education (CRRE)
will be evidenced in all departments and grade levels. Providing teachers time to share
implementation strategies and best practices during professional development opportunities will
ensure that the core instructional strategies weave throughout all classrooms. CRMS#7 will
cohesively adopt these instructional strategies with not only the immediate product of the lesson
in mind, but with the intention to instill the critical thinking skills, which are necessary for success
in the future.
Following the key components of Project-Based Learning and the SDAIE lesson model, students
will have ample opportunities to interact with one another in their classrooms, developing the
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interpersonal skills demanded by the workplace in a majority of today’s careers. Not only will
CRMS#7 prepare students to apply the knowledge learned in their classrooms, but they will work
together to solve both simulated and real-life problems. Students will work cooperatively in small
groups in several projects throughout the year to learn by doing, as they put the theories they
learn into action.
Since nearly all of the students who attend CRMS#7 will be matriculating from Local District 5
elementary schools, the teachers will continue with the students’ exposure and understanding of
the graphic organizer strategy presented by Thinking Maps. Including the eight basic graphic
organizers developed by Think Maps in the instruction and within the classroom environment,
students will be provided with a familiar visual language to help organize or conceptualize new
information. Rather than exerting energy toward redesigning or rolling-out a new theory of
graphic organizers, the school leaders and teachers of CRMS#7 can focus on the students’ prior
knowledge of the Think Maps system. Professional development opportunities will therefore
examine how to more effectively infuse the practices of Thinking Maps across the curriculum in a
seamless fashion.
The smaller student body of CRMS#7 will foster a more personal experience for the students
and staff on many levels. Additionally, the more intimate setting will provide opportunities for all
students, parents, and staff to more easily share common experiences. The adoption of a schoolwide reading and writing project, emphasizing Culturally Responsive and Relevant Education
(CRRE), will allow all stakeholders to have meaningful conversations about monthly writing
prompts and explorations into the themes presented in the adopted “Books of the Month.” The
goal of this instructional strategy will be to explore culturally relevant themes and to promote a
culture of learners across all stakeholders.

Section 3: School Culture and Climate
3a. Description of School Culture
The school culture and climate of CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will focus on preparing
each individual student to be ready for the challenges of college and their career from the very
moment they enroll at the middle school. Through the teacher leadership teams, parent advisory
councils, and the Governing School Council, structures will be adopted to ensure all students will
have the greatest opportunity to be successful at the middle school level and beyond.
Intervention and enrichment will be folded into the students’ schedule to meet individual needs
during a flexible elective period that will meet four times a week. Specific intervention and
enrichment programs will also be made available to students during their intersession periods
within the school year and in the summer weeks to extend the amount of weeks students spend
at school. In the early years of operation, the staff will promote the development of traditions
that can contribute to the college-going culture of CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture. The
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professional learning environment of this school will support all adults to increase the
understanding and support of the unified school culture.
Just as the professionals working at CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will have the highest
expectations for each other, the same expectations for the students will be evident in the school’s
discipline plan and code of content. The collaborative culture of the educators is based on the
trust and norms established by the group, and the same is expected of the youngsters. Similar to
how the Election to Work agreement will be developed by the adult stakeholders of the school,
student representatives will create their own creed that all students will be able to understand and
recite with automaticity. Students will have an increased sense of ownership and belonging to the
school if they are active participants in contributing to the school culture and traditions.
Within the structure of the Flex period, students will be able to meet on a regular basis with their
seminar teacher, further personalizing the educational experience at CRMS #7 School of Arts
and Culture. All adults will have a seminar class of approximately 22-25 students, where a locally
designed curriculum addresses the establishment of a college-going culture. Students will explore
short-term and long-term goals in terms of education, career, and personal life. Seminar teachers
will enhance and build upon the Individualized Culmination Plan (ICP) meetings, conducted by
the counselor with the parents and students on a bi-annual basis. The seminar teacher will also
provide the first line of contact to parents, establishing a relationship where discussions about
problematic issues as well as praise can be regularly communicated.
CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will be extremely consistent and strict with the rules and
routines established by the school’s Safety Team. All students will be expected to wear
designated uniforms, but will be granted occasional free-dress days focusing on college attire
when certain criteria or goals are met. Examples of other items restricted by the dress code will
include open-toed sandals, caps/hats, earrings (other than studs), jewelry, belts (other than
black/brown), tennis shoes (other than solid black or white). Beyond the adoption of a
designated uniform policy, additional items will not be allowed on campus, including but not
limited to cellular phones and other personal electronic devices, earphones, toys, and
skateboards. The school will vigilantly support a zero-tolerance policy to the established rules
and routines, and school officials will immediately conference with parents and the students
when items are confiscated or rules are violated.
3b. Student Support and Success
Student success will be measured by multiple measures at CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture.
On one front, the growth and gains students make on the various District assessments and locally
designed formative and assessments will help students to monitor their own progress. Students
will understand what tests they are taking, why they are required to take the exams, and what they
must do to be successful. However, beyond the assessment tools available at all secondary
schools, the students will be able to develop a deeper understanding of the competitive and
rigorous school culture. It is this culture that our youngsters will understand that they are
competing against students on a national and global scale as they prepare themselves for college.
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Through the Flex period option and the seminar classes, the students at CRMS #7 School of
Arts and Culture will be exposed to the complete transition from elementary to secondary.
Student success will be monitored in these classes through locally designed pre- and postassessments on topics relevant to a new student in sixth grade. Teachers will cover the purpose
and calculation for grade point average, as well as explicitly explain the credit based system of
secondary schools. Success in secondary schools will be connected to the promotion of attaining
career and educational goals in their future. Seventh and eighth graders will be exposed to the
collegiate mentors through their participation in many programs and partnerships during the
school year. Examples include the student volunteers throughout the state of California who
participate in the alternative Spring Break program, and UCLA students working toward their
Civic Engagement minor by designing activities to specifically meet the needs of our students.
Student, parent, and staff recognition on a continuous basis will also contribute to the
establishment of a positive and goal orientated school culture. Students will be recognized for
excellent attendance, high academic achievement, improvement in periodic assessments, and
contributions to the school community. Parents will be rewarded for their participation in any of
the numerous parent committees and events, and their involvement in school activities. The
school’s leadership will also highlight outstanding contributions and best practices of the
teachers, as we look to promote the successes in each classroom to become the school-wide
norm.
3c. Social and Emotional Needs
The leadership team of CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will seek the support of the experts
working for the Pupil Services and Attendance Department of LAUSD at Local District 5, to
help initially train the staff on how to identify and meet the social and emotional needs of our
students. Even with a small staff, the educators at CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will be
committed to building a Coordination of Services Team (COST), to provide an opportunity to
address the students who may need additional support at the school. As the programs and staff
at the middle school grow, a formal COST group will meet twice a month to discuss the
additional services that can be provided to students who are referred to the team. Furthermore,
the seminar teachers and core teachers will be the first point of contact for the students who may
be experiencing difficulty or adverse conditions at school or home.
3d. College and Career Readiness
The students will be exposed to the several college and career readiness preparation programs
throughout the three years they attend CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture. As stated in the
school’s mission, it will be a priority of the adults on campus “to nurture students who are
intrinsically motivated to prepare themselves for college and their future careers.” The educators
at the middle school intend to do this through educating the students about the process and
requirements they must meet to be eligible for post-secondary options in the sixth grade. In
realizing that in many communities across the country, the college-going culture is embedded in
students’ lives at a very young age, the teachers must be very deliberate in instilling these ideas to
the middle school students. The environment of the classrooms and common areas of the
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school will reflect a collegiate atmosphere, with teachers proudly displaying their alma mater and
the major/minor they studied.
Another vital component of the establishment of a college-going culture follows Dr. Ruby
Payne’s philosophy of understanding poverty, helping students to have more options in their
own lives. Dr. Payne describes the importance of role models in her publications, and the staff
of CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture intends to leverage the energy and expertise of our local
college students as mentors. Several teachers on the writing team have participated in
partnerships with UCLA and CSU Los Angeles, involving the internships or mentoring of the
college students on their K-12 campuses.
3e. Parental Involvement
The educators of CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture understand that the parents are one of
the most valuable and powerful influences on a child’s education. All too often in secondary
schools, parents are not viewed by as true partners in improving student performance and
defining the needs of the school community. Engaging with parents and developing leadership
capacity will be one of the primary goals of the school’s leadership and the principal community
partner, One-LA.
Through careful examination of the parental concerns raised by a focus group, in a meeting
conducted by Families in Schools at Carver Middle School on September 27, the message is clear:
Parents want to help improve their local schools, and they want the school leadership team and
teachers to support them in doing so. The main issues that arose from the focus group included
improving communication between the teacher and parent, developing better relationships with
the adults at the school and the parents, providing more opportunities and a wider variety of
parental workshops, defining the expectations and assessment measures of the students,
explaining the process of post-secondary and career preparedness, and teacher professionalism.
To address the parent concerns identified at the Carver Middle School meeting, the leadership
team of CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture is committed to giving the parents not only the
opportunity to be heard and influence the development of the school culture, but the physical
space and time to do so. Being a community-based school, CRMS #7 will be open to the parents
and community of the students who attend. With this in mind, it is imperative that the school
has a functioning parent room will serve as a welcoming center for new enrollees and community
partners. Not only will students be introduced to the services provided at CRMS #7 School of
Arts and Culture, but parents will be introduced to the engagement opportunities facilitated by
the parent leadership organizations and counsels.
A community representative will be a vital member of the school community, serving as both an
organizer and a manager of the parent volunteer opportunities. The person who is hired for this
position will operate the welcoming center and schedule parent meetings and trainings based on a
needs assessment. Teachers will be able to collaborate and share with parents on a rotational
basis in the parent center with the help of the community representative. The school’s
auditorium will be utilized for larger parent trainings, the monthly English Learner Advisory
Council (ELAC) meetings, and Compensatory Education Advisory Council (CEAC) meetings.
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All parent engagement opportunities will be posted at the school’s information center, monthly
calendars, and on the website.
Finally, parents will play an important role in the personalization of the students’ education
through the weekly seminar class. All teachers will act as an advisor to their small cohort of
students enrolled in their seminar class, and each teacher will solicit parental assistance. CRMS
#7 School of Arts and Culture intends to empower at least one parent to be the “room parent”
for each cohort of students in the seminar classes, following the teacher and specific group of
students for the entire three years of attendance at the middle school. This parent will work in
conjunction with the community representative to organize celebrations and events at the schoolwide level, as well as for the individual students in their seminar class. The room parent will also
promote the reflective culture of the school as parental feedback and concerns will be analyzed
on a small group level (by parents of the seminar class students) in attempt to be proactive in the
problem solving process. Communication and contact with the parents on behalf of the teacher
and room parent or community representative will ensure that all parents are informed of student
progress and school events.
3f. School Calendar and Schedule
CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will be applying for a modified traditional calendar, which
includes 180 days of instruction distributed strategically throughout the school year. The
proposed schedule is similar to the tentative LAUSD single-track instructional school calendar
2011-2012, beginning on August 12 and continuing through June 4. However, with the greater
level of autonomy provided by the Pilot school model, the applicant team is proposing four
quarters of instruction, with short intersession periods between each quarter to maximize
intervention opportunities for students who may be falling slightly behind (see Attachment 10).
The reason for this modified traditional calendar is to offer a more balanced semester with a
slightly longer winter recess and a shorter summer break. The two-week intervention sessions
between each quarter is designed to help the students who did not fully master the standards and
learning objectives of their classes during the allotted nine- to ten-week quarter.
Following an intensive professional development and planning week for the teachers, students
will begin the first quarter, lasting 47 days from July 27 through September 30, 2011. A twoweek intersession will be scheduled for a group of students who are not passing their classes,
focusing on English Language Arts and Mathematics. Additional spaces for enrichment classes
in a variety of areas also may be available. The second quarter will continue for 41 days, from
October 17 through December 16, 2011. The winter break is proposed to extend four weeks,
with the fourth week designated for a short one-week intervention session for the students who
are continuing to struggle with their English Language Arts and Mathematics classes. The third
quarter is scheduled for 43 days, spanning from January 17 through March 16, 2012. An
extended spring recess will follow, lasting for three weeks, with the final two weeks being
designated for a larger intersession, much like the program scheduled between first and second
quarters. Finally, students will return for the last quarter, beginning April 9 and continuing
through June15, 2012.
From experience working in the eight by two, or the block schedule format of classes, in local
urban secondary schools, the applicant team has realized the shortfalls of such a system. The
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students who succeed in the block format must be extremely disciplined, have school site and
external support, and maintain an excellent attendance record to avoid missing a class for several
days. With this in mind, it has been decided that a seven period day would best meet the needs
of the population of students being served by CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture (see
Attachment 9). Students will greatly benefit from having the opportunity to learn from their
teachers on a consistent, daily basis. To minimize the passing periods, and to further personalize
the learning experience of our students, all core classes will not be dismissed between the
regularly scheduled passing periods. Rather, a smooth transition will take place within the core
classroom as the teacher moves from English Language Arts to Social Studies, or Mathematics to
Science. Adhering to some of the successful structures at the elementary school level, this core
class transition will resemble more of a fifth grade classroom than a secondary classroom.
Another feature of the daily class schedule at CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture is the 30minute Flex period on Tuesdays through Fridays. This shorter period will be used by teachers
and students to further personalize the educational experience at the school in several ways.
First, the Flex period on Tuesdays will be designated for seminar classes, in which all staff will be
assigned a group of 22-25 students to personally mentor and counsel through the three years of
middle school. For the Flex classes on Wednesday through Friday, students will participate in
their AVID class (all three days), or they will rotate through a mixed intervention or enrichment
class. The additional class options will consist of intervention in reading, writing, or math, as well
as enrichment in computers, leadership, and arts electives.

The regular day bell schedule will consist of 380 instructional minutes following the bell schedule
listed below (see Attachment 9 for a complete schedule):
Regular Day Bell Schedule (Tuesday through Friday, Periods 1 -7 with Flex)
Regular Day Bell Schedule
Tuesday through Friday, Periods 1 - 7 with Flex
8:05-8:55
Period 1
50 minutes
8:59-9:49
Period 2
50 minutes
9:53-10:43
Period 3
50 minutes
10:43-11:13
Lunch A
30 minutes
11:17-12:07
Period 4A
50 minutes
10:47-11:37
Period 4B
50 minutes
11:41-12:11
Lunch B
30 minutes
12:11-1:01
Period 5
50 minutes
1:05-1:55
Period 6
50 minutes
1:59-2:29
Flex Period
30 minutes
2:33-3:23
Period 7
50 minutes
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The professional development day bell schedule will consist of 210 instructional minutes
following the bell schedule listed below (see Attachment 11 for a complete schedule):
Professional Development Day Bell Schedule (Mondays, Periods 1 -7 without Flex)
PD Day Bell Schedule
Monday, Periods 1-7 without Flex
10:11-10:41
Period 1
30 minutes
10:45-11:15
Period 2
30 minutes
11:19-11:49
Period 3
30 minutes
11:49-12:19
Lunch A
30 minutes
12:27-12:57
Period 4A
30 minutes
11:49-12:19
Period 4B
30 minutes
12:27-12:57
Lunch B
30 minutes
1:01-1:31
Period 5
30 minutes
1:35-2:05
Period 6
30 minutes
2:09-2:39
Period 7
30 minutes

3f.i. Autonomy
CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will leverage the autonomy provided within the Pilot school
model to modify the existing models of scheduling, benefiting staff and students by maximizing
planning and classroom time. Essentially, the class time on professional development days
(Monday) will be dramatically reduced to provide teachers time to collaboratively plan for the
week, meet departmentally or by grade-level, meet based on specific needs/concerns, and for
more formal staff meetings. The banked time for professional development will be utilized
before school on Mondays, allowing for four complete, uninterrupted days of instruction for the
remainder of the week. The days will be slightly longer on Tuesday through Friday, however the
benefit of consistent student class time and quality interaction with the teacher on a daily basis far
outweigh the block scheduling model that many schools are adopting.

Section 4: Assessments and School-wide Data
4a. Assessment Philosophy
The assessment philosophy of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture is based on Common
Formative Assessments: How to Connect Standards-Based Instruction and Assessments. The
pillars of the framework include Professional Learning Communities (PLCs), creation of
formative assessments, Data-Driven Decision Making and a focused assessment system. In
CRMS #7’s assessment philosophy, these pillars are viewed through the perspective of Response
to Instruction and Intervention (RtI2) model’s three tiered system. Student assessment will be
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aligned with the proposed instructional program utilizing the problem solving model. The key is
the alignment of annual state assessments with the school-based formative assessments.
There are six major components of the standards-based comprehensive instruction and
assessment system (Ainsworht and Viegut, 2006). The six components are: power standards,
“unwrapping” the standards; formative and summative assessments; instructional unit design;
collaborative scoring of student work; and, data-driven instructional decision making. The
Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) (DuFour, 2004; Ainsworht and Viegut, 2006) will
provide the foundational structure to implement formative assessments. A PLCs focus is to
examine student work to diagnose the student’s needs to improve student achievement. A benefit
of creating common formative assessments is the integration of instruction and the assessment
system. Through the PLCs, they would “unwrap” the standards.
Data-Driven Decision Making
Data-Driven Decision Making (Marsh, Pan and Hamilton, 2007) is a conceptual framework that
recognizes that decisions should be informed by multiple types of data such as process data
(quality of instruction), outcome data (formative and summative results), input data (school
demographics) and satisfaction data (opinions). An assumption of the framework is once data is
collected it must be organized and combined with the understanding of the situation through a
process of analysis to provide information. The information become actionable knowledge when
the data is synthesized, apply knowledge to prioritize, and generate possible solutions. At this
point, actionable knowledge can inform different types of decisions such as addressing needs of
students.
CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will utilize a cyclical problem solving model to design
differentiation of instruction. This process involves five steps and determines the best course of
action for instructional differentiation for each student. The five steps of the cycle (Ainsworht
and Viegut, 2006) are: the charting of student performance data; analyzing the data; setting a goal
for improvement; selecting specific teaching strategies to meet that goal; and determining result
indicators to gauge the effectiveness of the selected teaching strategies.
Assessment System
The categories of the effective assessment system are based on REF-4984.1 Implementing a MultiTiered Framework for Instruction, Intervention, and Support. An effective assessment system has four
main assessment objectives: universal screening, progress monitoring, diagnostic assessment and
outcome assessment. Universal screening is utilized to identify students at the beginning of the
year that are at risk based on assessment data. Progress monitoring is utilized during the year to
determine whether students are making adequate progress in critical skills and to identify any
students who may be falling behind or need to be challenged. Diagnostic assessment informs
instructional planning to meet the critical needs of individual students. Outcome assessment
evaluates whether the instruction or intervention provided is powerful enough to help all
students achieve or exceed grade-level standards by the end of each year. Most universal
screening and outcome are summative assessments, and most formative assessments are progress
monitoring and diagnostic assessments.
Universal screening is a quick and efficient measure of overall ability and critical skills known to
be strong indicators that predict student performance. The administration to all students is an
initial baseline. Diagnostic assessments provide an in-depth, reliable assessment of targeted skills.
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Their major purpose is to provide information for planning more effective instruction and
intervention. Outcome assessments are frequently group-administered tests of important
identified outcomes.
Progress monitoring is brief periodic instructional checks to ensure student to are making
adequate progress. CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will utilize progress monitoring to
assess students academic progress. Progress monitoring will be utilized to assess students'
academic performance and evaluate the effectiveness of instruction. Progress monitoring may be
implemented with an individual student, small group of students or an entire class. The results of
progress monitoring will be used to set appropriate individual goals and adjust instruction as
needed. Implementing progress monitoring will require determining students’ current levels of
performance, as well as identifying learning objectives. Students’ academic functioning will be
evaluated on a regular basis—weekly, biweekly, or monthly, based on individual students’ needs.
Actual and expected rates of learning will be compared. This will inform the teacher of students’
progress, which allows him/her to make appropriate instructional decisions.
The creation of assessment is based on Understanding by Design (Wiggins and McTighe, 2005)
and SMART goals (Conzemius and O’Neil, 2002). There 3 stages of backward design: identify
the desired results, determine acceptable evidence and plan learning experiences and instruction.
This creates the alignment between the assessed and being taught to students.
Finally, CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will implement a culture of high and clear
expectations, and goal setting (Marzano, 2003). Setting academic goals as a whole school
(Schmoker, 2006) has a coalescing effect for the school. When creating goals, they should be
challenging for students. Students should create their own goals to monitor their progress.
4b. Autonomy
CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will utilize its autonomy to construct assessments and
assessment schedules based on the unique needs of the student population. Once the student
population is determined, an extensive review by the School Data Team will be undertaken to
determine areas of strength and need. This data will determine the school’s master schedule.
This data will then be provided and analyzed by the staff to determine appropriate instruction
and assessment. All staff will utilize Understanding by Design (McTighe and Wiggins, 2005) and
the Response to Instruction and Intervention (RtI2) framework to align instruction with
assessment. Initial evaluation of data will allow for focused instruction in the core content areas.
Instruction focused on individualized needs will be applied in each class and/or in the Learning
Center.
The School Data Team will meet at the beginning of each semester and throughout the school
year to determine if the district-required periodic assessments adequately measure the state
standards for each grade. If the Data Team determines that additional assessment is required,
each PLC will determine the grade-level assessments necessary to adequately gauge student’s
performance level. The school will utilize the Content Standards and Frameworks, the STAR
CST Blueprints, the CELDT Blueprints and District Periodic Assessments to determine
assessments.
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4c. Student Assessment Plan
CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will administer summative and formative assessments to
measure students’ mastery of the state standards. The school year will begin with the review of
CST, CELDT, and Periodic Assessment scores to program students and evaluate areas of
strength and need for all students. The table lists the national, state, district, and classroom
assessments to be scheduled each year. The exact dates and testing windows will be determined
by the guidelines of the national, state, and district testing program in June.
Examination
Annual California
English Language
Development Test
(CELDT)
Initial California
English Language
Development Test
(CELDT)
CA Physical Fitness
Test

Timeline/Date
September to October

Reason
Required state test that identifies
achievement level for English
learners

Throughout the school year

Required state test that identifies
achievement level for English
learners initially enrolled in US school

February to April

California Standards
Testing (CST)
California Standards
Testing (CST) Writing
Assessment
California Modified
Assessment (CMA)
California Alternate
Performance
Assessment (CAPA)
District Periodic
Assessments
Grade-level Formative
Tests (Initial, Mid-year,
End-of-year)
Formative Tests

March-May

Required state test for the 7th grade
students to measure health and
fitness
Required for all students

March-May

Required for all 7th Grade students

March-May

Required for specific students based
on IEP recommendation by the team
If necessary based on student
enrollment

March-May

Three times per year

Required for all students

Three times per year

Required for all students

August-June

Required for all students
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4d. Assessment Development
The majority of the assessments at CRMS #7 are state and District developed assessments.
However, CRMS #7 will implement a process to develop grade-level initial, mid-year and end-ofyear assessments. The following table is a proposed timeline prior to the school opening.
July-August 2011

September – December

Teachers will participate in a 2 week orientation during which they will
attend training sessions regarding :
• School mission and vision
• Selection of committee members
• Rituals and routines, school policies
• Initial school-wide positive behavior support plan (SWPBS)
• Long-term pacing plans
• Student performance portfolios
• Cross-curricular universal themes
• District mandated annual presentations
• Seminar curriculum development for first semester
• Develop several curricula frameworks
• CELDT schedule/activities/administration
• Departmental collaborative lesson design
• SDAIE across all content areas (emphasis: metacognition)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Midterms/Quarter grades
CST data presentation
Departmental collaborative lesson design/Critical-friend protocol
for feedback
SDAIE across all content areas (emphasis: Thinking Maps)
Response to Instruction and Intervention (RTI2)
Classroom observation protocol
SDAIE across all content areas (emphasis: cooperative groups)

4e. Data Collection and Monitoring
The school will utilize web based Student Information System (SIS), Integrated Student
Information System (ISIS), Welligent IEP System, Core K12, MyData, the District system for
enrollment, attendance, and grade system to collect data and monitor student progress. These
District web based systems offer historical tracking of student academic and other demographic
information. All staff members will be provided professional development to access the data. In
addition, CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will utilize the Data-Driven Decision Making
(Marsh, Pan and Hamilton, 2007) framework. It is a conceptual framework that recognizes that
decisions should be informed by multiple types of data such as process data (quality of
instruction), outcome data (formative and summative results), input data (school demographics)
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and satisfaction data (opinions). The abundance will inform decision on the master schedule and
instructional decisions. Through the work of the PLCs, instructional teams can implement
instructional decision to personalize instruction.
4f. Graduation Requirements
At CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture, student progress toward 8th grade culmination and
attainment of passing credits in all content areas will be carefully monitored through each
student’s Individualized Curriculum Plan (ICP), based on the information presented in LAUSD’s
Bulletin 3407.1 (See attachment 12). The school counselor and seminar teachers will work
together to meet with parents and students at least twice a year to discuss progress toward
meeting the requirements indicated on the ICP. To be aligned with the A through G graduation
requirements and accepted classes for admission to CSU/UC schools, students will be
encouraged to earn no lower than a “C” in any class. Additionally, students must earn an average
of 60 credits during the regular school years, with no less than a total of 180 credits earned by the
end of eighth grade to participate in the Culmination activities. Students who are not meeting the
average of 60 credits earned per semester will have ample opportunities to make up credits and
work through the numerous intervention and intersession opportunities.

Section 5: Professional Development
5a. Professional Culture
"… there is no valid teaching from which there does not emerge something learned and through
which the learner does not become capable of recreating and remaking what has been taught." -Paulo Freire
The professional development design at CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will nurture a true
community of collaborative learners who will uphold the integrity of the school mission and
vision. The school culture will enable any willing faculty member to grow as a professional life
long learner and stimulate an atmosphere of excellence. Discussion and dialogue of teaching and
student learning will be the main goal of each professional meeting. Through constant reflection
of our mission and vision and pedagogical practices, we will develop a strong sense of self and
conviction with clear values, beliefs, and expectations that will result in the highest levels of
student success.
In order to have a highly effective professional culture it is imperative that we begin by
establishing positive rituals for working collaboratively. This requires developing collegial
interaction and collective efficacy. In chapter 5 of The Adaptive School , Garmston and Wellman
(2009) state “Efficacious groups use more creative approaches to problem solving, persevere
longer, work more diligently, and achieve outcomes more successfully than groups without
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efficacy.” The implications for our school would mean instead of holding whole group meetings
where only a few instructional leaders present and teachers are passive receptors of information,
teachers will take an active role in their own learning. Teachers will engage in intellectual work to
problem solve and develop best practices. They will assume decision-making roles and plan the
next steps. By having involvement, this will further ensure our commitment to the school’s
vision.
5b. Professional Development
In the following vignette, we will describe the significant benefits of having such meetings.
Meetings spent collectively deciding what is important to the individual teacher and the school
will work as an on-site support network.
Background Knowledge for the Vignette: The following is a description of the second meeting in a
series. In the first meeting, through data analysis of the most recent district, state, and locally
designed assessments, the CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture school faculty identified a
serious gap in vocabulary development. Thus, they prioritized vocabulary development as most
important for the student population. The facilitators would be two to three teachers who were
identified, by a prior teacher survey, as feeling most capable and knowledgeable in that area. This
group would collaborate to design a series of differentiated workshops. The teacher-led
workshops would include theory, practice, and a variety of resources of highly proven strategies
from Open Court Reading, Thinking Maps, Guided Language Acquisition Design (GLAD), and
Gifted Strategies, and LAUSD’s English Language Development Practicum. The workshops
would give the presenters an opportunity to share their experience in a small group setting. Their
expertise will serve the larger community at hand, and thus eliminate the need to spend money
on outside resources and presenters. The design of the workshops would adhere to the five
Principles of Design (The Adaptive School, Garmston & Wellman, 2009).
It is 8 o’clock on a Monday morning and the professional development promptly begins. The facilitators, Mr.
Welch, Ms. Maxon, and Ms. Payés, open the meeting by acknowledging the hard work of the staff and how
today’s meeting will be purposeful to the larger work in context. Mr. Welch states, “Our objectives for today will
be to explore techniques for presenting content information in ways that students comprehend and review various
ways to modify, model, and provide language support in all content areas.” The teachers choose one of two
workshops to attend. A debriefing session follows and the teachers discuss their learning and observations. In
addition, the grade levels/departments identify a content area to implement these research-based practices within the
next two weeks per a recent analysis of several data.
The debriefing session would allow us to interact and find congruence with the values and beliefs
of CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture. Teachers would engage in a dialogue that would lead
them to discussing solutions or next steps. In Chapter 4 of The Adaptive School, Garmston and
Wellman (2009) state, “Dialogue honors the social-emotional brain, building a sense of
connection, belonging, and safety…this way of talking forms a foundation for coherent,
sustained effort, and community building.”
The second professional development session would allow teachers and instructional leaders to
collaborate and cognitively plan short and long-term lessons that are designed to be highly
effective and engaging. Each group would informally share their final product to stimulate new
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ideas among the various groups. Each group would incorporate measures that qualitatively and
quantitatively assess the effectiveness of lessons. Each team would determine what evidence they
will observe that will truly showcase the varying degrees of student understanding as well as the
manner in which this evidence will be observed. Such measures may include an objective analysis
of student work through the use of rubrics, formal and informal peer observations, and student
feedback.
After assessing the outcomes of each lesson design, the group will reflect, refine, and redesign if
necessary. Reflection will be an established ritual at CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture. It
would allow the individual to check for understanding, to further connect with the information,
and find clarity in the direction the school is headed. After individual reflection, the group will
reconvene and determine the next steps. In Chapter 10, Garmston and Wellman (2009) discuss
how collegial interaction employs healthy forms of cognition and metacognition resulting in
stronger pedagogical practices and student achievement. Each professional development will
reflect these principles. Approaching professional development in this perspective of collaborate
design, the group will become a true community of learners dedicated to an ongoing cycle of
improvement. It will also place a sense of urgency in the application of the strategies/lesson ideas
learned from the professional development meetings. Often times, teachers are not given the
time to apply what they have discussed and learned in a professional development, and good
ideas become lost.
An example of collegial interaction will be the peer lesson observations or coaching that will
occur during conference periods. Teachers can observe other master teachers when they do not
have a scheduled class, and master teachers/instructional leaders can give feedback on the
implementation of the topics covered in the professional development during their own
conference periods. This will enhance reflection opportunities.
Another pertinent component of working collaboratively in order to attain high levels of student
success is to maximize teacher time spent outside of the classroom. It is imperative that the
Instructional Leadership thoughtfully decide what information can be written in an email memo,
thread, or post and what information needs to be discussed with all groups or some groups.
With careful planning of the agenda, meetings will be more successful since teachers will feel like
their time is being valued. It is often times that teachers feel frustration over having to attend a
meeting that isn’t pertinent to them or when meetings go over time limit because it was spent
discussing topics that could have been written in an email. At CRMS #7 School of Arts and
Culture meetings will include only those who need to be there or wish to attend to eliminate
conflict and frustration. It will be the expectation that all staff members read a weekly electronic
post or comment on a thread on Google Groups, which is free and does not overload easily.
Google Groups is very user-friendly and private. It would be linked to the school website and
this format would be the way to share the school calendar, latest news, and lesson study pod casts
where everyone would be able to comment. Google Groups has many easy-to-implement
business solutions that would eliminate time spent on actual meetings discussing housekeeping
issues. Lastly, this type of online forum would allow each member of the professional learning
community to have a voice. Consequently, professional development will always focus on
teaching practices and student learning.
The professional development practices described above will acknowledge and respect teachers
as intellectual professionals. Engaging in such a unique developmental design, teachers and
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leaders will be able to examine instructional practices that effectively address the varying
dynamics of each classroom and essentially produce organic solutions for the local needs of our
school site. Establishing these rituals will protect the time spent on professional learning so we
may truly be dedicated to the refinement of the teaching craft.
5c. Teacher Orientation
An added benefit of the small staff size of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture is the
personalization of the teachers’ work environment. Prior to the opening of the first year, all staff
members will work collaboratively to establish the rituals and routines that promote the
successful learning environment presented in the school’s mission and vision statements. A
culture of respect and trust will be fostered among this small group of professionals in the
months and weeks before the students begin the 2011-2012 school year through a variety of team
building and goal development activities. The first members of the school’s staff will be
responsible for much of the high expectations and quality of the learning environment for the
students.
However, the reality of the staffing situation at CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture is that even
though some of the most talented and dedicated teachers will be hired, not all will remain with
the staff forever. The instructional leadership team realizes that many of the members of the
inaugural staff will be some of the best teachers in the school district, who may have aspirations
and a calling to eventually provide services outside of the classroom or school site. With this
movement in mind, the school must brace itself for the inevitable introduction of new staff
members, and provide a means of orienting these additions to the team, assisting with a smooth
transition to the school’s culture.
The staff members of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will adopt a mentoring system to
help new staff members acclimate to the rigorous challenges of the learning environment at the
school. With no more than six teachers per grade level or department, it is imperative that all
team members contribute to the orientation process of new staff members. Since the
collaborative culture of teacher interactions, lesson designing, and long-term planning has already
been identified as a priority in the professional development plan, teachers on each team will
identify their own strengths and weaknesses as they will work to meet the needs of not only the
newer teachers, but for all staff members. Additionally, National Board Certified Teachers
(NBCT) and Beginning Teacher Support and Assessment (BTSA) support providers will be
actively sought to join the staff with the intention of keeping these forms of assistance and
collaboration between teachers local.
5d. Professional Development Calendar
The professional development calendar will be created with the end of the school year and
California Standards Test in mind, as it will incorporate the backward planning model and the
establishment of SMART (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, and Time-Based) goals.
The Governing School Council will strategically design the calendar, with input from the
Instructional Leadership Team, principal, and administrators from Local District 5. An emphasis
on using periodic assessment data in a timely manner will drive the professional development
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dialogue and topics. Teachers and instructional leaders will be the experts who will deliver the
presentations to the staff in a format that promotes participation and collaboration from all
educators.
The following list represents a proposed professional development calendar with tentative topics
and responsible presenters:
July 2011
Intensive staff professional development week
- School mission and vision
- Selection of committee members
- Rituals and routines, school policies
- Initial school-wide positive behavior support plan (SWPBS)
- Long-term pacing plans
- Student performance portfolios
- Cross-curricular universal themes
- Artist-in residence
- District mandated annual presentations
- Seminar curriculum development for first semester
Principal, counselor, Local District support, and the Music Center
August 2011
- CELDT schedule/activities/administration
- Art across all content areas
- Departmental collaborative lesson design
- SDAIE across all content areas (emphasis: metacognition)
Principal, teachers, and the Music Center
September 2011
- Midterms/Quarter grades
- CST data presentation
- Departmental collaborative lesson design/Critical-friend protocol for feedback
- SDAIE across all content areas (emphasis: Thinking Maps)
Principal, teachers, and counselors
October 2011
- Response to Instruction and Intervention (RTI2)
- Classroom observation protocol
- SDAIE across all content areas (emphasis: cooperative groups)
Principal, teachers, and Local District support
November 2011
- Language Appraisal Team (LAT)/Student Success Team (SST)
- Technology as a PD tool
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-

SDAIE across all content areas (emphasis: interactive notebooks)
Principal and teachers

December 2011
- Finals/Semester grades
- Student/Staff/Stakeholder recognition
- SDAIE across all content areas (emphasis: student presentations)
- Student performance portfolios
- Seminar curriculum development for the second semester
Principal, teachers, and counselor
January 2012
- CST blueprints/power standards
- Art across all content areas
Principal, teachers, and the Music Center
February 2012
- CST blueprints/power standards
- Criteria for identifying Gifted and Talented students
Principal, teachers, and counselor
March 2012
- CST schedule/activities/administration
- Midterms/Quarter grades
Principal, teachers, and counselor
April 2012
May 2012
-

Departmental collaborative lesson design
Spelling Bee
Sports Week
Election to Work Agreement
Principal, teachers, and counselor
Departmental collaborative lesson design/Critical-friend protocol for feedback
Art and Science Fair
Community Festival
Revisit school mission and vision statements
Principal and teachers

June 2012
- Finals/Semester grades
- Student performance portfolios
- Student/Staff/Stakeholder recognition
Principal, counselor, and teachers
5e. Program Evaluation
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Since the governing structure of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture does not embrace the topdown approach, feedback and suggestions on the professional development model will be
provided on a regular basis from the Instructional Leadership Team. Additionally, a reflective
evaluation will be used at the conclusion of each meeting to provide the presenters with an idea
of the effectiveness of the professional development. The feedback from fellow staff members
will help to indicate what topics require more time to address, and what topic can be set aside.
Modifications to the professional development plan and schedule can be executed as needed, as
the lead teachers can collaborate with the principal to better meet the needs of the staff.
Establishing a professional development schedule based on teacher interests and evaluation of
needs is crucial in connecting the instructional practices addressed at meetings with an increase in
student achievement in the classroom.
5f. Autonomy
CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will utilize the autonomy provided within the Pilot school
model to maximize the effectiveness of the professional development plan. Aside from the
personalization of the professional development schedule for the issues, concerns and challenges
unique to the school site, the school leadership will also modify the traditional structure of the
LAUSD staff meeting experience. The time and day of the scheduled professional development
meetings are shifted to Monday mornings, allowing teachers to meet with by grade-level,
department, smaller teaching teams, or with the whole staff. Teachers will report to the school
site at the regularly established time, however, they will have more than two hours to start the
week with a combination of professional development opportunities and collaborative planning
time with their colleagues. The school day will be dramatically shorter on Mondays, but the
required instructional minutes will be met through the slight extension of the school day from
Tuesday through Friday. Additionally, the Flex period will not be scheduled for professional
development days, and the students’ remaining seven classes will be reduced to 30-minute
periods.

Section 6: Serving Specialized Populations
6a. Special Education
See Attachment D in Appendix
Implement and Monitor the Special Education Compliance Processes
CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will utilize the Student Enrollment Form, specifically
Special Services section #9 to identify the services a student receive(s). All office personnel will
be trained to request a copy of current Individualize Education Plan (IEP). If the student has an
IEP, the administrator responsible for special education will review documentation for
appropriate placement. A designated staff member will contact special education unit for
appropriate placement before the student enrolls at CRMS # 7. The office personnel and
administrator/designees familiarize themselves with the form and their duties to ensure that
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students who require special services are identified and promptly provided appropriate school
programs and services. Once the student is enrolled, the student’s active IEP in the Welligent
IEP system can be accessed from their previous school. If the student is transferring from
another school district, office personnel will promptly request and obtain the IEP and any other
records from the previous district.
There is a process to determine a child’s Free and Appropriate Public Education (FAPE). There
will be a process in place, understood by all staff members, for referring students who may
require special services. Any person who believes that a student has or may have a disability and
requires special education and related services may make a formal request for a special education
assessment. The request must be in writing and entered on the Request for a Special Education
Assessment Form. Once a written request for a special education assessment has been received, the
administrator/designee has 15 days to develop and provide the parents with a special education
assessment plan. The parent approves, signs, and returns the assessment plan. The assessments
are conducted and reports are prepared. The IEP meeting is scheduled and team members
notified no later than 10 calendar days prior to the scheduled date of the meeting. The IEP
meeting is held within 50 calendar days of receipt of signed special education assessment plan.
The school will ensure that documents are translated, if necessary, prior to the scheduled IEP
meeting. The IEP will be implemented immediately. The parent is provided reports on student’s
progress as often as parents of general education peers are provided reports on student progress.
Subsequently, the IEP meeting is held to review its appropriateness within one year of the
previous IEP meeting.
CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will have a system in place to ensure that IEP meetings are
held within the required timelines utilizing the LAUSD’s Welligent IEP system and an internal
calendar. Then IEP team members will be appropriately selected and notified of IEP meetings
utilizing the Welligent IEP system and memorandum. This will provide the opportunity to align
all team members schedule to ensure attendance. The school will create a system to inform all
staff of their responsibilities for the IEP meeting, during the meeting, and in the implementation
of the IEP. All IEP team members will be prepared for the meeting by implementing a system
that requires all pertinent information and documentation inputted five days before the IEP
meeting in the Welligent IEP system. The school will ensure that the rights of the parents prior
and during the IEP meeting. The IEP meeting will be conducted consistent with District
policies, guidelines and procedures. The school will ensure that if appropriate that translator is
provided.
Implement and Monitor Instruction Including Assessment and IEP’s
CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will adhere to the Individuals with Disabilities Education
Act that requires students with disabilities to be educated in the least restrictive environment
(LRE). Implementation and monitoring of special education compliance processes are based on
Special Education Policies and Procedures Manual, Secondary Instruction and Services – Student with
Disabilities Accessing the Core Curriculum found in REF-1276, and Multi-Tiered Framework for
Instruction, Intervention, and Support found in BUL-4984.1 to guide practices relating to instruction,
prevention and intervention.
Teachers will review the content standards and the essential standards by grade level to become
familiar with the standards that need to be addressed throughout the school year. All students
will have access to grade level materials. Teachers will spend time backwards planning the
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lessons and reviewing the standards to ensure that students are taught using grade level standards.
Teachers will work together in various configurations, vertical grade planning, multiple level
grade planning, and same grade level planning. Authentic data, running records, and periodic
assessment data will be used to assess how well the students are doing in meeting grade level
standards. As the students’ needs are identified in the various tiers, the teachers will
accommodate the students and provide appropriate intensity and depth of instruction to ensure
success.
The District requires a tiered approach to instruction, intervention, and services for students with
mild to moderate (M/M) disabilities that is aligned and linked to the California Content
Standards for secondary students. Students with mild to moderate disabilities are considered to
be those who are participating in the District’s general education curriculum at the student’s
grade level, or the District general education curriculum using accommodations or modifications
of grade level curriculum. A tiered method provides instruction in the age/grade level content
standards with increased intervention and layering of special education service based on identified
student need. This research-based approach facilitates the expectation that all secondary students
with disabilities will participate in rigorous standards-based curriculum with accommodations or
modifications as developed in an IEP.
Tier I (Base Instruction) is grounded in grade level content standards and uses District approved
curriculum and instructional strategies. It is focused on building content literacy, defined as
fluent use of listening, speaking, reading and writing skills, and strategies needed to learn in each
of the academic disciplines. Intervention is provided through the program using materials
aligned with the course.
Tier 2 (Extended Instruction) is that which is provided above the base program. It refers to the
provision of additional support and services beyond the instruction and interventions embedded
in the core program. As in Tier 1, Tier 2 instruction is based on the foundation of researchbased instructional practices effectively delivered in grade level content and performance
standards with the use of accommodations or modifications as outlined in a student’s IEP. The
use of research-based instructional practices that support access to rigorous content curriculum is
necessary to provide meaningful access for students. The instructional strategies listed in Tier 1
provide methods for meeting the needs of a number of students at risk for school failure. In
addition, instructional support through the use of co-teaching and co-planning provides a higher
level of support to students.
Tier 3 (Intensive Instruction) refers to the provision of significant instruction that is explicit,
focused, based on ongoing progress monitoring, and provided beyond the base program outlined
in Tiers 1 and 2. Group size for this instruction is small to provide for the level of intensity
needed to bridge the achievement gap. Students assigned to this level demonstrate severe literacy
or math deficits requiring more specialized, intensive instruction. Tier 3 instruction continues to
focus on age/grade-level standards and is built on research-based instructional strategies unique
to special education. Instruction is provided at the highest level of intensity, frequency, and
duration, and is provided in an environment with a lower teacher-student ratio (possibly a
learning center or a special day class).
CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will utilize progress monitoring to assess students
academic progress in core educational skill areas. The results of progress monitoring will be used
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to set appropriate individual goals and adjust instruction as needed. Implementing progress
monitoring will require determining students’ current levels of performance, as well as identifying
learning objectives. Students’ academic functioning will be evaluated on a regular basis—weekly,
biweekly, or monthly, based on individual students’ needs. Actual and expected rates of learning
will be compared. This will inform the teacher of students’ progress, which allows him/her to
make appropriate instructional decisions.
Implement and Monitor Special Education Supports and Services
The school will initiate a Students with Disabilities (SWD) Team to provide assistance in the
implementation of the supplementary instructional program supports which include
accommodations and modifications. The accommodations and modifications are essential for all
students to access the general education curriculum. These supports are vital and are integrated
into students IEP. The accommodation and modification on the IEP may include: classroom
and campus environment needs; specialized equipment; pacing of instruction; alternate
presentation of subject matter; material adaptation; modification of assignments; self
management/follow-through strategies; social interaction support; tested adaptations; and
identification and use of motivators and positive reinforcement strategies.
The SWD Team will ensure the collaboration between general education teachers, special
education teachers, paraeducators, other school support staff and related services personnel.
There will be opportunities to have staff work collaboratively in planning, instructing, and
evaluating the performance of students with disabilities. There will be assistance and guidance
for school staff to adjust their schedules and duties in order to implement LRE. There will be
opportunities to work collaboratively with to provide staff development and technical assistance
related to the SWD Team in the implementation of instructional services. The team will ensure
the development and implementation of instructional interventions within the general education
program. The SWD Team will assume primary responsibility for including students with
disabilities, who are assigned to their classes, in meaningful ways within instructional activities.
The school leadership will create the conditions for collaboration with the special educator to
identify and implement specific curricular adaptations and instructional strategies identified as
needed by the student with a disability. Additionally, the professional development plan will
create opportunities to work collaboratively with others, utilize effective instructional practices to
support effective LRE implementation. It will be a goal of the educators at CRMS#7 School of
Arts and Culture to provide opportunities for students with disabilities in the LRE setting to
participate in meaningful ways with students without disabilities. Lastly, the school will ensure
that the related services and IEP objectives of all special education students are addressed in their
daily schedules.
Based on an assessment by a qualified assessor, the IEP team determines whether or not a
student requires related services to benefit educationally from his or her instructional program.
The IEP team’s determination of related services shall be included in a summary offer of FAPE
within the IEP. It is recommended that the IEP team administrator of the school contacts the
appropriate District personnel before the IEP team meeting, to ensure that the team is fully
knowledgeable of the array of program options for the students.

Section 7: Performance Management
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7a. Performance Goals and Metrics
7b. Rationale
These two sub-sections are part of the post-approval phase of the Public School Choice process.

Section 8: Community Analysis and Context
8a. Description
The proposed instructional program is aligned with the critical needs of the community severed
by CRMS#7. A statistical analysis of the 90011 zip code, located in the heart of South Los
Angeles, depicts a dysfunctional “college-going” pathway. Using a “pipeline” as a metaphor for
the pathway to college and careers, this targeted area represents a plumbing system with leaks,
oxidation, cracked pipes, and clogs. The 2000 Census reveals the educational attainment levels of
the adult residents in the 90011 zip code to be:
•

Nearly 75% did not graduate high school.

•

Slightly over 13% reported that their highest level of schooling culminated with their
high school graduation.

•

Seven percent have taken some college classes.

•

Less than 2% of the population has earned their Associate of Arts from junior college,
and about the same amount graduated from college with a Bachelor’s Degree

•

Only 0.84% of the residents have attained their Master’s Degree (www.healthycity.org,
2007).

The low percentage of residents going to college may be attributed to the fact that many
successful graduates eventually move out of the area. Those who remain can be viewed as
citizens with less social capital. Education philosopher Pedro Noguera defines social capital,
explaining that it is the total number of tangible and intangible resources, actual and virtual, that
can be accrued by an individual or group of people. All of these resources are virtually
“enmeshed in a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual
acquaintance and recognition.” The citizens of this geographic area largely lack the network that
can be used to generate social capital. Consequently, in areas like South Los Angeles, Noguera
suggests that the development of social capital and the networks supporting the advancement of
education beyond high school graduation can be addressed through the improvement in the way
urban schools serve their students. Specifically, urban schools can become the hub of
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community, educational, social service, and familial resources, improving relationships and
communication between all members.
The neighborhood of CRMS#7 has not historically fostered a college-going culture necessary to
promote access to higher education at a larger scale. Despite the dismal statistics describing the
educational attainment of the community members, a few strong, largely self-motivated, young
adults manage to overcome the odds and achieve the goal of higher education. Several interested
groups, such as church organizations, non-profit organizations, school programs, nearby
universities, and local mentors, make a positive impact on the lives of this relatively small number
of students and provide assistance for the journey to college.
8b. Background and Support
All members of the CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture applicant team have worked together
in numerous capacities at schools within the South Los Angeles neighborhood of LAUSD’s
Local District 5. The relationships between each of the team members have been deeply forged
throughout their shared experiences in the previous six years. Some members graduated from
Master’s programs together, some were members of the same administrative team at Harmony
Elementary, some were fellows of the same Los Angeles Writing Project cohort, and some had
the pleasure of teaching on the same grade-level team or departmental team. All of the applicant
team members have a profound commitment to the network of schools they have served in their
careers as educators in LD5’s South Los Angeles neighborhood.
Of the primary six members of the applicant team, three grew up in the community they work or
serve, attending schools such as 28th Street School, Trinity Elementary, 32nd Street School, John
Adams Middle School, and Thomas Jefferson High School. The other three primary members of
the applicant team were all introduced to the South Los Angeles community of Local District 5
schools during their student teaching assignment or initial teaching position, at schools such as
Trinity Elementary and Harmony Elementary School. Two members have worked or currently
work with many of the adults and parents of the students in the community, as teachers in the
LAUSD Adult School Division in the neighborhood. A commonality of all applicant team
members is that they all chose to stay in the same neighborhood that will be served by CRMS#7
School of Arts and Culture.
Through their extensive work in the South Los Angeles area, the members of the applicant team
are bringing several partnerships from the existing community and Greater Los Angeles Area to
the proposed school site. The most important connection the applicants will bring to the middle
school is the buy-in and support of the teachers, parents, and school leadership of several local
elementary schools. In particular, positive relationships with the Nevin Elementary School
community, just a block away from the site of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture, as well as
the 20th Street Elementary School community, will improve the dramatic transition of the
elementary students as they matriculate to the secondary level. Elements of these schools’
English Language Development, Mathematics, Arts education, English Language Arts, and
College Readiness programs will be well represented in the curriculum and philosophy of the
middle school. Equally important is the continuity of the tremendous parental support at the
English Learner Advisory Committee (ELAC) and Compensatory Education Advisory
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Committee (CEAC) of the elementary schools, as the school leadership will make the campus
just as inviting and open to parental input.
At the high school level, the applicant team of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture is being
completely supported by the lead teachers and administrators of Thomas Jefferson High School’s
small learning community called Creative Arts and Expression (CAE). The high school teachers
and leadership are looking forward to partnering with the students and teachers of CRMS#7
School of Arts and Culture to make a seamless transition to their arts program, located merely
two blocks away. The service learning graduation requirement will be fulfilled by several high
school students as the develop projects to serve the community through the middle school. Not
only does the high school intend to work with the middle school students through mentoring and
joint professional development opportunities, but they will work in conjunction with the Music
Center of Los Angeles to prepare the students to be highly proficient in the arts before they start
their ninth grade year. By better preparing the middle school students in the arts, Thomas
Jefferson High School will be able to take their students to an even higher level of arts education
through their emphasis on music, theatre, film, and the visual arts.
Additional support for CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will be from the Los Angeles arts
community. In particular, the middle school will work with the Music Center of Los Angeles to
enhance the professional development plan by infusing elements of art within the universal
themes presented across the curriculum. Leonardo Bravo, Director of the Educational Programs
has met with the leadership of the applicant team to discuss how both institutions can work
together to connect the network of public schools in the South Los Angeles community through
a continuous arts presence at each level. The school will also benefit from a pledged partnership
with The Latino Museum, located in the Arts District of Downtown Los Angeles, bringing
professional artists to the school site as well as providing the opportunity for groups of students
to explore the museum’s galleries and exhibits. Members of the applicant team have worked
closely with Ana Pescador, Chief Executive Officer of The Latino Museum, for the past several
years at the secondary and elementary school levels, bringing influential speakers such as Sal
Castro and author, Michelle Serros to the children of South Los Angeles.
At the collegiate level, the applicant team of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture has received
pledged support from existing partnerships that have matured in the previous three to five years.
The applicant team will bring the extensions of the relationships and existing partnerships created
at the local elementary and high schools to the new middle school site. Based on the service
learning model, more than 200 students from UCLA have designed and fulfilled project
commitments benefiting the current schools and students of the applicant team members.
Working with UCLA’s Center for Community Learning, applicant team members have been able
to reach out to professors and students seeking service learning opportunities in South Los
Angeles. Previous projects include hosting students at the Los Angeles Times Festival of Books,
serving as college mentors for AVID students, designing parent education modules for
establishing the college-going culture, developing field trip and panel discussion opportunities at
local museums, creating a K-12 day as a student at UCLA, and organizing a club fair for the high
school. Currently, the Hillel student group at UCLA is working with one of the applicant team
members on a six-month project that will culminate with participation in the “Alternative Spring
Break” program. In this program, a group of college students throughout California will work on
their service learning project at Thomas Jefferson High School for their entire spring break. By
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continuing these relationships, the type of energy and mentoring provided by the college students
will become an instant tradition at CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture (see Attachment13).

Section 9: Community Engagement Strategy
9a. Engagement Plan
CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will pride itself in being viewed as a true community school
within the South Los Angeles neighborhood it serves. The educators and students will consider
the entire school attendance boundary as its campus, rather than merely the confines of the fence
surrounding the school’s property. To help establish a center of activity and engagement, the
middle school will be open and available for community discussions, sporting events, festivals,
resource fairs, and informational seminars.
Using the “pipeline” metaphor to describe the school system in the South Los Angeles area,
CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will serve as a hub or center of activity which will connect
the numerous outlets flowing in, such as elementary schools, and naturally send students and
families to Thomas Jefferson Senior High, which is located only two blocks away. The issues
facing the families and community of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture are unique to the
grade-levels in middle school, however many concerns may overlap across levels of schools in the
neighborhood. Identifying and addressing the key educational and community issues with all
local stakeholders will be an essential priority of the school leadership as a proactive problem
solving approach is used to improve the rate of success in all schools, and in particular, CRMS#7
School of Arts and Culture.
9b. Key Community Partnerships
See Attachments 14-18, Letters of Support/Memorandums of Understanding
CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture intends to genuinely engage the community through the
proven organizing strategies of One LA-IAF. Establishing the principal school partnership with
One LA, an affiliate of the largest national leadership and organizing network in the country, will
focus the efforts of all the educators and community members served by the middle school.
With the guidance of One LA, the adults who contribute to the education of each middle school
student in the CRMS#7 community will be able to work together more effectively toward the
school’s vision and mission statement. The adults will display the positive energy and spirit that
all students need to witness in their middle school years. Surrounding all members of the school
community with an attitude of optimism and success will contribute to the school culture of high
expectations of the school’s culture from the very first moment the doors are opened.
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One LA will be an authentic community partner with the middle school, rather than simply a
service provided. The organizing strategies which One LA will help to implement at CRMS#7
School of Arts and Culture and within the community allows all contributors to the school to
articulate and practice the skills necessary to achieve the common goal of bringing success to the
students. As Senior Organizer Sister Maribeth Larkin articulated in one of the planning meetings,
One LA will be a partner in the following areas:
Identify adults in across all areas of the community who have a connection to
the well-being of the school and its success, and then establish a common
vision.
Intentionally address the school culture, as they analyze the operational
features, and then be proactive in improving the structures in place.
Evaluate the political environment within the city or school district, and
search for opportunities within the system to take action for positive change.
Linking the school leadership, parents, and teachers with other organizations
in the local community to develop synergistic relationships.
Additionally, CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will continue the relationships nurtured with
the local colleges and universities, such as UCLA, USC, CSULA, Trade Tech Community
College, and others over the previous five years. Since team members have worked extensively
with numerous professors, clubs, and organizations at these institutions of higher learning, the
established mentoring programs will expand to the middle school level. The incorporation of the
professors and students from the local colleges will complete the pipeline of education as the
students will be exposed to adults who have graduated or are currently in college, from their years
in Pre-Kindergarten through high school graduation.
The college and university mentors will provide CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture with the
vital support of AVID (Advancement Via Individual Determination) tutors, college student panel
discussions, assistance with service learning and community engagement, and well as in the
development of workshops for parents and other community partners. The school’s leadership
will also continue the “Alternative Spring Break” program that writing team members created
and established at Thomas Jefferson High School in 2008. In this program, students volunteer a
week of service, working on a specific project, in which they identify a need and address it as they
benefit the school community. Professors and art students from the local colleges will also come
to the middle school for presentations aligned to the curriculum and established pacing plan, as
well as team teach with teachers across all subject areas.
Specific to the curricular plan of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture, school leadership has
created a symbiotic relationship with the Latino Museum in Downtown Los Angeles. Students
will have numerous opportunities to view special collections and thematic art shows at the
museum, as well as have opportunities to meet a variety of artists. Representatives and partners
of the Latino Museum will also develop presentations or programs at the middle school site to
share with the students.
Additionally, CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture is committed to develop the strong
relationship with the Los Angeles Music Center (described in section 2), enhancing the arts
theme of the small school across all curricular programs. Depending on the financial health of
the school’s budget, it is intended that all teachers will be involved in the school-wide
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professional development, as well as participating in either a subject based of grade-level based
cohort of four teachers with an artist-in-residence from the Music Center. The focus will begin
with the initial core of sixth graders and grow to influence all three grade levels by the third year
of operation.
Finally, CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will reach out to the feeder pattern of elementary
schools to ensure the active communication between all the school leaders and parents
throughout the year. The ongoing dialogue will be purposeful with the intent of making the
transition to secondary school as smooth and seamless as possible. Likewise, the middle school
will embrace elements of Thomas Jefferson High School’s Creative Arts and Expression small
learning community to ensure all students within the Jefferson cluster of schools stay a part of
the Jefferson cluster of schools. Using CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture as the center of
community engagement, the elementary schools and high school will become a familiar and
natural part of a student’s progression from Pre-Kindergarten through high school graduation,
post-secondary options, and beyond.

Section 10: School Governance and oversight
10a. School Type
The leadership team of CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture has selected to write a proposal
following the Pilot school model primarily due to the increased autonomy of staffing teachers
and administrators. As mentioned in a famous quote by American cultural anthropologist
Margaret Mead, “A small group of thoughtful people could change the world. Indeed, it's the
only thing that ever has.” By embracing the ideals of this great American, the leadership team
recognizes the unique opportunity of writing a plan, and opening a school with a small group of
individuals dedicated to transforming the educational landscape of their community. The
provisions delineated within the Pilot school model will enable the leadership team and teachers
to overcome some of the historical barriers to establishing a highly successful school, such as the
issues of “must-place” teachers and the adoption of culturally “irrelevant” curriculum. The
structures within the Pilot school model which will promote the true transformation of a middle
school in South Los Angeles include, but are not limited to, the complete autonomy over
staffing, budget, curriculum selection, assessment development, school governance, and
scheduling.
In exchange for the increased autonomy provided by the Pilot school model, the leadership team
also understands that the Los Angeles Unified School District will demand a higher level of
accountability and expectations of student performance on the Annual Measurable
Accountability Objectives (AMAOs). However, by being able to organically create a school
leadership team, and meticulously hire the educators who make the perfect fit for the vision of
the CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture, the principal will not need to train the adults to
construct a relational culture. Inviting educators who already embrace the ideals of the school to
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join the family of teachers and students at the middle school will enhance the collaborative nature
of this small school model. By working together and building upon the authentic relationships
between all stakeholders at the middle school, meeting the increased accountability measures will
be an attainable goal.
10b. Applicant Team Capacity
All of the primary members of the applicant team for CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture
currently are working or have been connected to the surrounding schools being served by the
neighborhood of school site. All members have a vested interest in the community and believe
that the highest level of student achievement can be a reality with the dedication and best effort
of all stakeholders. Many have worked exclusively in the schools of the designated area of South
Los Angeles. Some of the applicants have even attended the local elementary schools, as well as
graduated from nearby Thomas Jefferson High School in the 1980’s and 1990’s. All primary
members of the applicant team have a history of working together in a number of different
capacities, including assistant principal, bilingual coordinator, lead teacher, instructional coach,
and support provider. The applicant team respects and reveres the relationships that have been
established between all the schools within the feeder pattern of schools leading to Thomas
Jefferson High School, as well as numerous community partners. Finally, the writing team
members see the value in maintaining open communication between all community stakeholders
and school leaders as we all work toward the common goal of closing the achievement gap in the
academic performance of our students.
Thomas M. Welch, primary applicant, Principal of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture
Mr. Welch began teaching lower elementary grades at Trinity Street School in 1999, and
later transferred to help open a new school in South Los Angeles, Harmony Elementary.
At the new school site he taught fourth grade for one year, where he earned National
Board Certification (NBC) status in the area of Teaching English as a New Language. Later,
Mr. Welch was prompted out of the classroom to serve as Harmony’s Writing Coach,
English Language Development Coach, and Bilingual Coordinator before making the
transition to the local high school. He continues to work at Thomas Jefferson High
School as the Bilingual Coordinator, as well as teaching several ESL and English
enrichment and intervention classes during the summer, for Saturday school, and after
school through the Beyond the Bell program. Additionally, Mr. Welch teaches a mixed
level ESL class for John Adams Adult School in the evenings. Mr. Welch currently holds
numerous leadership positions, and has the experience and credentials to lead a successful
school.
(see resume, Attachment 19)
Hugo Carlos, co-applicant, Principal of CRMS#7 Business and Technology School
Mr. Carlos was born and raised in South Los Angeles, just blocks away from the school
site of CRMS#7. He attended local elementary schools, including 32nd Street School,
Trinity Street School, and 28th Street School. Mr. Carlos began teaching elementary
grades at Hoover Elementary School in 1996, commuting from his original South Los
Angeles neighborhood where he bought his first home. After teaching for six years, at
Hoover Street School, he became the math coach and English Learner Coordinator. His
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first administrative job was at Harmony Elementary School in 2005 as the Assistant
Principal, Elementary Instructional Specialist (APEIS). After two years, he transitioned to
Grant Elementary School as the Categorical Programs Coordinator. He subsequently
returned as APEIS and Intervention Support Coordinator at Ninth Street Elementary
School. Mr. Carlos has experience working with secondary students through his
participation in Thomas Jefferson High School’s 8th grade Summer Bridge Program in
2010. Currently, he is the Elementary Access to Core Expert at Local District 6. Mr.
Carlos has the experience and credentials to lead a successful school in his home
neighborhood.
(see resume, Attachment 20)
Jennie Phan, Lead Teacher, Mathematics/Science core
Ms. Phan was introduced to the South Los Angeles network of schools through her
participation in the Teacher Education Program at UCLA in 2006. She fulfilled her
student teaching position at Harmony Elementary, under the expert tutelage of 2008
California Teacher of the Year finalist, Mrs. Lorena Beas, and Ms. Anita Maxon (an
applicant team member). She brought her talent, passion, and dedication to a fortunate
fourth grade class at Harmony during the following school year, but was displaced due to
her seniority level. For the last three years, Ms. Phan has been teaching at the middle
school level, and is currently a sixth grade teacher at Bret Hart Middle School in
LAUSD’s Local District 8. Her energy and precocious teaching prowess make Ms. Phan
a respected and welcomed addition to the applicant team.
(see resume, Attachment 21)
Mayra A. Payés, Lead Teacher, English Language Arts/Social Science core
Ms.Payés is a Los Angeles native, who attended several LAUSD schools in her academic
journey. Having gone through the educational pipeline, Ms. Payés has experienced both
the rewards and the ramifications of attending schools in South LA. After graduating
from UCLA she found it her civic responsibility to serve her community as an educator.
To ensure she provided a quality education she enrolled at UCLA Teacher Education
Program, which has an unfounded dedication to promoting excellence in urban, low SES
schools. She purposefully sought a school in South LA who had a vision for excellence.
She joined Harmony Elementary School its opening year in 2004. Ms. Payés found
excellent leadership and mentorship at Harmony. To broaden and develop her expertise,
she became a National Writing Project Fellow and has gone through extensive training in
writing across the curriculum and grade levels. She is currently teaching an after-school
ESL Writing Intervention class at Thomas Jefferson High School. Ms. Payés is
committed to the South LA area.
(see resume, Attachment 22)
Anita D. Maxon, Lead Teacher, English Language Arts/Social Science core
Prior to graduating from the Integrated Teacher Education Pathway program at
California State University, Long Beach in May 2004, Ms. Maxon accepted an early
contract offered by the Los Angeles Unified School District. Determined to serve the
neighborhood that fostered her mother’s love for learning and civic responsibility, Ms.
Maxon sought a teaching position in South Los Angeles. As a fourth and fifth grade
teacher at Harmony Elementary School, Ms. Maxon strived for pedagogical excellence
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and was inspired by several mentor colleagues. Inspired to understand the dynamics of
the teaching craft, Ms. Maxon participated in a variety of professional learning
communities by serving as a four-year member of School Site Council, a fellow of the
National Writing Project, and a member/leader for Harmony’s Vertical Writing Team. In
addition, Ms. Maxon taught a CAHSEE Prep class at Thomas Jefferson High School for
the 2009-2010 academic school year. To further her education and hone her leadership
skills, Ms. Maxon earned her Master’s degree in Curriculum and Instruction through the
University of Phoenix and an administrative credential through the Urban School Leaders
program at California State University, Dominguez Hills. She currently serves as the
Bilingual Coordinator at Harmony Elementary School.
(see resume, Attachment 23)
Maria Quintero, Parent and Community Member
Ms. Quintero has been a part of the community being served by CRMS#7 School of Arts
and Culture for over forty years. She was born and raised in this neighborhood of South
Los Angeles, where she continues to call home. Ms. Quintero is a product of LAUSD
schools, attending 28th Street Elementary School and John Adams Middle School, before
graduating from Thomas Jefferson High School in the 1980’s. All four of her children
are also members of the LAUSD family of local schools. Currently, Ms. Quintero works
as an Office Technician serving her alma mater, Jefferson High, a position she is proud to
have held for fifteen years.
(see resume, Attachment 24)
Additional applicant team members:
Jesus Angulo, Director/Principal Leader of Secondary Schools, Local District 5
Celia Ripke, Director/Principal Leader of Elementary Schools, Local District 5
Dr. Octavio A. Pescador, Founding Research Associate, UCLA Paolo Feiere Institute,
Graduate School of Education and Information Studies
Coordinator for the UCLA Center of Mexican Studies, UCLA Latin
American Institute
Stephen Butler, Area Organizer, One – LA
Randy Palisoc, Principal/Founder, Synergy Kinetic Academy
Meg Palisoc, Chief Executive Officer, Synergy Academies
Russell Lawton, Assistant Principal, Synergy Charter Academy
Maricar Catalan, Harmony Elementary School
Cristin M. Carroll, Harmony Elementary School
Mary Ann Vasquez, Harmony Elementary School
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Lindsay Burt, Harmony Elementary School
Patricia Morales, Harmony Elementary School
Ana Flores, Harmony Elementary School
Liliana Roman, South Region Elementary School #2
10c. School Governance and oversight
10c.i. Autonomy
CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture will embrace a school governance structure that is truly
student-centered, taking input from all stakeholders into consideration during the decisionmaking process. As seen in the School Governance and Oversight flow chart (Attachment 8),
the students will be the primary focus, with all school site committees channeling support to
foster an environment that promotes student achievement. Important decisions impacting the
entire school community as well as individual students will be discussed on a multitude of
different levels to ensure the best possible outcomes.
10c.ii. School Level Committees
The local Election-to-Work agreement will require all staff members participate on two of the
school level committees. Members of the CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture community will
take a primary leadership role on one committee, and act as a contributing associate on at least
one other committee. This shared leadership model will ensure inclusion of all teachers and out
of classroom support personnel in the development of the policies and procedures that will shape
the culture and vision of the school. It will also lead to the staff truly taking ownership of the
middle school by including their voices and opinions in the decision making process. The
following is a list and brief description of the initial school level committees:
Safety Team
Responsibilities of the Safety Team include assisting in the development of the Safe
School Plan, establishing the school dress code for staff and students, creating and
updating the School-wide Positive Behavior Support plan, planning for emergency drill
procedures, developing procedures for campus visitors/volunteers, and performing other
duties as assigned.
CoST - Coordination of Student Services Team
The Coordination of Student Services Team will serve as clearinghouse for student
referrals from teachers based on social, academic, and emotional concerns. Members of
CoST will approach referrals through a variety of lenses and determine the best
intervention measures for the child based on his/her individual needs. The meetings will
be held weekly and involve all support members, teachers, and parents.
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Language Appraisal Team
The members of the Language Appraisal Team will assess and monitor the language
acquisition of English Learners who are struggling to make adequate progress toward
English proficiency. Team members will review referrals, meet with teachers and parents
to discuss intervention options, and make recommendations to the counselor for
appropriate scheduling. Particular emphasis will be placed on the monitoring of the Long
Term English Learners, as well as the students who recently enroll in the ESL program as
new English Learners
Students with Disabilities Team
The focus of the Students with Disabilities (SWD) Team will be to ensure that the school
complies with the requirement of special education policy and procedures. The SWD
Team will oversee the implementation of the Annual Plan and the review the school
progress in meeting the requirements through the analysis of data. The team will diagnose
needed targeted intervention and plan professional development to accelerate their
progress. In addition, the SWD Team will promote the collaboration between general
education teachers, special education teachers, paraeducators, other school support staff
and related services personnel to meet the needs of all students through the work of the
PLCs.
Data Team
The Data Team will provide essential contributions to several of the other committees
as they address the needs of the students of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture.
Members of this team will provide timely and valuable insight and reports to drive
instruction as assessment data for the CST, CELDT, and periodic assessments are
released. The Data Team will also provide other reports and fulfill other duties as
assigned.
Instructional Leadership Team
The Instructional Leadership Team will consist of grade-level elected teachers and will
serve as a communication hub for the grade levels, departments, and Leadership Team.
The grade-level representatives will use this time to update online forums to inform their
grade level of upcoming events, professional developments, and address teacher
concerns.
10c.iii. Governing School Council
Governing School Council
The Governing School Council is unique to the Pilot model being adopted by the middle
school. Responsibilities of the Governing School Council include setting the school
vision, approval of the Election-to-Work agreement and school budget, staffing decisions
(with Superintendent having final authority of the selected school leader), policy
development, such as the internal appeals process, and review of the Safety Plan and
Positive School-wide Behavior Plan. Two members of the Governing School Council
will also serve as the Building Council, addressing issues related to the School Impact
Report.
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Additional Councils
School Site Council
The School Site Council at CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will be responsible for
making decisions on the recommendations from the ELAC, CEAC, and several school
committees. All fiscal transfers and significant purchases will go through the School Site
Council. Pending approval and development of the bylaws for this council, the initial
composition will include the principal, a teacher from each of the three grade levels, four
parent/community representatives, and one member of the classified staff.
English Learner Advisory Committee
The English Learner Advisory Committee (ELAC) will be comprised of parents of
English Learners and community members. The committee will meet at least once a
month to review statistical information impacting the English Learner population at the
school, provide suggestions for the Single Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA), and
make spending recommendations to the School Site Council.
Compensatory Education Advisory Committee
Being a school-wide Title 1 program, the parents and community members will
participate on the Compensatory Education Advisory Committee (CEAC), to make
recommendations on the school's budget and SPSA. This committee will meet at least
once a month, and serve as the catalyst for parent and community involvement at
CRMS #7 School of Arts and Culture.

Section 11: School Leadership
11a. Principal Leadership
The mission of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture is to nurture students who are intrinsically
motivated to prepare themselves for college and their future careers. The principal must share
this philosophy and collaborate with stakeholder to achieve the mission and vision. Criteria to
select the CRMS#7 principal are based on Class Description Principal, Secondary School. The criteria
include, but are not limited to:
• The ability to collaborate with stakeholder to implement the school’s vision and mission.
• The ability to work cooperatively with students, parents, school and administrative
personnel, and representatives of community organizations or agencies.
• Provide leadership for and facilitates collaboration with all stakeholders on identifying
goals for student achievement.
• Maintains positive public relations and outreach contacts with parents and community
groups.
• Provide guidance, supervision, and assistance in instructional practices and curriculum
development in a reflective manner.
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•

Maintain a positive school climate that ensures the safety, health, and welfare of students
and personnel.
• Organize and conduct school extra-curricular activities.
In addition to meeting the above criteria, the applicant must meet the required District criteria:
• Five years of successful full-time public school certificated service
• Three years experience as a teacher in a K-12 public school program
• At least one year of verifiable experience in an out-of-classroom leadership position such
as coordinator, instructional coach, etc.
• hold a California Administrative Services Credential
• have a Master’s degree
Finally, the additional desirable qualifications for the school principal are:
• Understanding of, and sensitivity to, the needs of the various cultural and ethnic groups
comprising the community.
• Knowledge of the District’s resources relating to multicultural development and
instructional materials.
• Knowledge of effective administrative and managerial practices and ability to implement
them.
• Appropriate interpersonal style and methods to guide individuals and groups toward task
accomplishment.
• Knowledge in Understanding by Design, SDAIE strategies, Thinking Maps, and other
instructional initiatives
Selection Process
This is the most critical decision for the school. It is vital to select a principal that is aligned with
the school’s vision and mission. In order to identify high quality candidates, the position will be
posted on the LAUSD website to allow a large pool of qualified candidate to apply. Since the
school will not have a School Governance Council, the hiring process will be conducted by a
LAUSD District 5 Director/Principal Leader and members of the CRMS # 7 design team. The
final approval will be made by the District 5 Superintendent.
See Attachment 25, Job Description for Principal
Proposed Candidate:
The instructional leader who has been identified to be the principal of CRMS#7 School of Arts
and Culture is Mr. Thomas Welch. An extensive list of experience in the local neighborhood,
credentials, education, high recommendations, and history working with community partners
makes Mr. Welch the ideal candidate to introduce the middle school to the district. His vision
for a successful school in South Los Angeles, and the support network of highly qualified
teachers, influential community leaders, dedicated parents, and university students will provide an
additional intangible positive impact on the new middle school. Nine years of experience at the
elementary school level has allowed Mr. Welch to build excellent relationships with the
elementary school leadership and teachers in the neighborhood. Furthermore, his three years of
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experience working at Thomas Jefferson High School as the Bilingual Coordinator has opened
the potential for numerous symbiotic relationships with the administrators, teachers, and
students.
11b. Leadership Team
Due to the limited projected funding, it is imperative that the leadership team consists of lead
teachers from each grade-level, the school counselor, and a coordinator who can take on a
dynamic role. These members will collaborate together to support teachers as they develop,
implement, and evaluate the instructional program. They will listen to teacher concerns, and
provide a variety of possible solutions as they ensure that the school’s vision and mission are
being upheld.
11c. Principal Evaluations
The LAUSD District 5 Director/Principal Leader will be responsible for evaluating the school
principal. They will utilize the LAUSD evaluation process:
• At the beginning of the year, the principals will submit an Initial Planning Sheet (IPS)
that outlines his or her goals and objectives for the school year.
• The District 5 Director/Principal Leader will hold an Initial Planning Conference
with the principal to review the IPS and discuss a timeline for implementation.
• The District 5 Director/Principal Leader will be available throughout the year to
consult and advise on the goals.
• The District 5 Director/Principal Leader will visit the campus to observe and provide
feedback.
• In December and May, the school will provide a survey to its students, parents,
teachers, classified staff and other staff, based on the California Professional Standards for
Educational to assess the principal.
• In January and May, the school will provide survey results and available student data
to review the progress in meeting the Initial Planning Sheet objectives. The Evaluation
of Certificated Management Personnel Final Evaluation provided to the principal. In June, in
order to be transparent, a summary of the evaluation will be presented to the
community and staff to prepare for the following school year.

Section 12: Staffing
12a. Staffing Model
Due to the focus on the gradual transition from elementary to the secondary level at CRMS#7
School of Arts and Culture, the recruitment of teachers will be open to both single-subject and
multiple-subject credentialed educators. For the first five years of operation, it is intended that
students will be placed with multiple-subject teachers in sixth grade, and loop with single-subject
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teachers in seventh and eighth grade. The sixth grade teachers will be scheduled core classes in
English Language Arts and Social Studies, or Mathematics and Science. Additionally, these
teachers will be assigned single period elective and intervention classes, working with the core
group of students in their block classes. The seventh and eighth grade model will be similar to
the sixth grade schedule; however the counselor will expose students to a variety of teachers
outside of their two core classes. For example, all electives and non-core classes will be taught by
different teachers to prepare the youngsters for the structure of high school scheduling.
At CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture, it is anticipated that 140 students will be enrolled in
each grade level. Aside from the mainstream academic program, the school is planning to
allocate one Special Education and one Waiver to Basic ESL teacher. To meet the demands of
four core groups of students in each grade, the school is expecting to hire six English Language
Arts/Social Science teachers and six Mathematics/Science teachers. The school will initially staff
1.5 full time employees (FTE) for the Physical Education department, to complement the 1.5
FTE provided by CRMS#7 Business and Technology School, covering both small schools.
Additionally, to meet the needs of the arts and culture theme, the school will staff one music
teacher and one visual arts teacher. Initially, the out of classroom support will consist of the
principal, school administrative assistant, and counselor. When Title One funding becomes
available in the winter of 2011, CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture and the Business and
Technology School intend to split fund a Title One/Bilingual/Gifted Coordinator and a nurse
for an additional three days of coverage, as well as one community representative for each small
school.
The staffing model for CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will meet the needs of all students
during their three years at the middle school. The focus on adding different sequences of arts
elective classes will ensure that students will be prepared for the rigorous classes offered in a
variety of areas at Thomas Jefferson High School’s small learning community, Creative Arts and
Expressions. The instructional leaders of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will work with
the leadership of CRMS#7 Business and Technology School to ensure the needs of special
education and English Learners are met despite the smaller school model of both sites. Students
with these special instructional needs will have a choice in the thematic emphasis of the school
they wish to attend; however, the administrators at each site will collaborate to provide the
instructional model appropriate for each student. Students in the ESL program at CRMS#7
Business and Technology School may have to take their core classes at CRMS#7 School of Arts
and Culture to meet their language goals in the first or second year. Likewise, a student with a
specific learning disability in a particular subject such as math may be required to take one or two
classes at the other CRMS#7 Pilot school which is housing a teacher who is qualified to meet the
student’s specific need.
12b. Recruitment and Selection
The teachers who will be targeted to join the family of educators at CRMS#7 School of Arts and
Culture must be committed to understanding and addressing the issues facing the South Los
Angeles neighborhood being served by the school. Preferably, the teachers must have experience
working at schools within the feeder pattern of schools, or are themselves a product of the
neighborhood. Additionally, the selected teachers must have the highest expectations for all
students, and embrace the Election to Work Agreement agreed upon by the school’s stakeholders
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from year to year. All the adults on campus must have a genuine interest in serving the
community and children of the school.
CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will focus on the gradual transition of the students moving
from the elementary to secondary level. To address the historical dramatic decline in academic
performance in the a students make the transition to middle school, the school leadership intends
to make the sixth grade experience as similar to fifth grade as possible by adopting some of the
instruction elements of elementary school. Furthermore, the leadership team will aggressively
recruit the most talented upper-grade level elementary teachers from the feeder schools to assist
the students with the difficult transition. The two sixth grade core English Language Arts/Social
Studies teachers at the school will have a solid background in the teaching strategies of Open
Court Reading and Writer’s Workshop, as they will apply their knowledge of the elementary
Language Arts program to the middle school curriculum, McGraw-Hill/Glencoe’s California
Treasures and Expressions. The two sixth grade core Mathematics/Science teachers will have an
equally strong background in the implementation of hands-on, cooperative group learning
strategies and lessons to promote student inquiry and the problem solving process.
The staff selection for teaching positions in seventh and eighth grade will consist of educators
who are more familiar with the secondary school model. The leadership team will also seek
teachers who have some experience at the high school level and are familiar with the academic
demands of college preparatory classes and curriculum. Flexibility is another quality the
leadership team is searching for in a teacher, as the plan for the school promotes the looping of
the core classes from seventh to eighth grade to maximize the personalization of the instructional
time.
12c. Autonomy
The Pilot school model will provide more autonomy for the school selection committee to build
a staff that will positively contribute to the collaborative nature of the school culture. The
staffing will consist of a combination of experienced teachers and a group of teachers who are
relatively new to the profession. The veteran teachers who will be sought by the selection
committee must bring a wealth of instructional leadership experience, and will be open to
providing support to other teachers at the school site. Targeting National Board Certified (NBC)
teachers will be a priority, as mentoring will be of great importance, and the logging of the
required NBC service hours can be utilized in the partnering of teachers and professional
development opportunities at the school site. The less experienced teachers will benefit from the
on-site mentoring opportunities of the NBC teachers, in addition to the collaborative planning
and professional development meetings.
CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will take advantage of the autonomy provided within the
Pilot school model by placing the development of the Election-to-Work agreement as a high
priority for the Governing School Council. By collaboratively developing and modifying the
agreement to work at the school site on an annual basis, the staff will be ensured that their
colleagues have a clear understanding of the expectations they have for each other. The
Election-to-Work agreement will clearly outline the expectations of all staff members, helping the
teachers, principal, and out of classroom support personnel to hold one another accountable for
their responsibilities (see attachment 26).
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Evaluation
Classroom observation and instructional supervision will be a common practice at CRMS#7
School of Arts and Culture. The principal will adopt a “10 by 5 plus two” schedule for classroom
visitations and co-teaching opportunities. This means the instructional leader will visit ten
classrooms for at least five minutes on regular school days, and provide feedback to the teacher.
Documentation of the visit will be promptly provided via email, recapping content, learning
objectives, student orientation, Bloom’s taxonomy/cognition, differentiation, and
questions/comments. Additionally, twice a week, the principal will schedule a meeting with two
teachers prior to a lesson observation or co-teaching opportunity. This will be an opportunity for
the teacher and principal to discuss a lesson plan in more detail, and it will serve as an informal
observation. A short debriefing of the lesson will also follow the visit, recapping the experience.
A more formal observation will occur on a yearly basis during the spring semester.

Section 13: Finances
13a. Financial Sustainability
The CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture and CRMS#7 Business and Technology School is
applying in partnership with the Synergy Kinetic Academy, a charter school operation. All three
entities understand that sharing the same campus will require open communication and a positive
relationship between the instructional leaders at each site. However, the financial considerations
of sharing a campus can only be explored through the two institutions, applying as LAUSD pilot
schools. Using increased autonomy, the two pilot applicant teams will take advantage of their
small student body and meet student needs by split funding essential positions.
The school leadership of both the CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture and CRMS#7 Business
and Technology School will explore the benefits of sharing the costs of several key positions to
serve the population at both sites. For example, the split funding of a Bilingual/Title 1
Coordinator in the first year would benefit both school sites, as the total combined enrollment is
estimated at 840 students. Another possibility of a split-funded position between the two schools
is an additional ESL teacher to maintain single-level ESL classes to primarily focus on the
students in their first or second year of English Language Development. A teacher such as this
can also support the other populations of English Learners, such as the LTELs in classrooms or
the Language Lab.
The vision, mission, and goals of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will be maintained
through a commitment placing the needs of the students at the highest priority. When budget
allocations are distributed to the school site, directing as much money to the classroom as
possible will enhance the quality of the learning experience of the students. A focus will be on a
dedication of funding to reduce class size by hiring additional teachers or designing the
responsibilities of out of classroom personal to teach for a designated number of periods per day.
Funding the necessary teaching positions in the visual and performing arts department will also
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fulfill the mission of the school, providing the students with different sequences of art electives
to choose during their three years at the middle school.
Within the autonomy provided by the pilot school model, the school leadership of CRMS#7
School of Arts and Culture will be able to leverage the abilities of the talented teachers initially
hired to join the staff. This can only occur if the school leadership team truly has the final word
in the hiring of staff members, circumventing the numerous hours lost on managing and
supporting a “must place” teacher. As categorical funding opens through the completion of the
SPSA and development of required councils, it is the intention of the applicant team to eventually
transition some of the teachers into hybrid administrative roles in year two, minimizing the size
of the out of classroom administrative team. For example, a teacher working with ESL can be
transitioned to the Bilingual Coordinator for half of the day, benefiting from the support of the
principal in several of the responsibilities. Another teacher may follow the same model for the
Title 1 Coordinator position.
13b. Additional Funding
The basic curricular needs of the students will be met within the funding provided by the school
district. However, the applicant team of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture is aware of the
necessity of the school’s additional financial commitment to sustain a comprehensive arts
education program throughout a student’s three years at the middle school. Budgetary
allocations from the school discretionary funds will be dedicated to support the different
sequences of art education at the school, however the survival of this emphasis will rely on
external financial support. The school leadership will make it a priority to actively seek monetary
grants and partnership beyond the institutions that have already pledged support.
As mentioned in the Curriculum and Instruction and Community Engagement sections, the
Music Center of Los Angeles will serve as a primary instructional partnership for CRMS#7
School of Arts and Culture in the schools implementation of a school-wide emphasis on the arts.
Initially, the school will accept an in-kind contribution in the form of a subsidized payment plan
for the professional development and participation in the artist-in-residence program from the
Music Center, as the art program is being developed. It is imperative that the school begins
programs such as the partnership with the Music Center on a smaller scale, and gradually allows it
to grow in the following years, providing sufficient funding. Focusing on the first group of sixth
graders as expanding the program one grade at a time is a strategy that will be implemented with
this partner.
Being located near Downtown Los Angeles, a cultural center for arts and entertainment, the
school leadership will actively engage with the arts community and industry leaders to bring
additional resources to the school community. The principal will also explore expanding the
number partnerships with local museums and other institutions supporting the arts to provide
more opportunities for the middle school students to be exposed to and work with professionals
in field. Additionally, CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will explore creating relationships
with the art, theater, and music departments of the local universities, such as UCLA, USC, and
CSULA.
13c. Autonomy
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The school leadership of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will leverage the budgetary
autonomy granted through the Transparent Budget Initiative and use of unrestricted per pupil
funding to help shape the professional culture and expectations of the school in the first year.
The instructional leadership team, principal, and other committees will heavily focus on setting a
strong foundation for the school through intense professional development and attention to the
details that are essential to establishing the framework for a high-performing school. Special
focus will be placed on creating highly efficient Professional Learning Communities, establishing
the school-wide rituals and routines that are aligned with the mission and vision, and providing
time for small groups of teachers to collaborate in their development of lesson and long-term
pacing plans.
The mission and vision of the school will be met in year one via the increased flexibility of the
unrestricted per pupil funding allocation. The emphasis on developing a sequence of electives in
the arts will be initiated with the first class of sixth grade students, providing a music teacher and
visual art teacher to create the foundation of the three-year sequence of electives. Pending
recommendation of the previous year’s teacher and portfolio, some seventh and eighth grade
students will also be included in the initial year of the program. This gradual development of the
arts program will also help to solidify CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture role as a vital
component of the pipeline of schools on South Los Angeles. Students will begin to prepare
themselves for the rigors of the Thomas Jefferson High School small learning community,
Creative Arts and Expressions (CAE). Additionally, as their artistic and musical skills develop,
the middle school students will share their work and knowledge at the local elementary schools,
inviting the local community to the excellent academic and artistic programs unique to the
school.
The budget priorities for year two will address any additional needs or support that may have not
been fulfilled in the initial year of operation. The applicant team also envisions the opening of a
few part-time out of classroom positions to help the principal with the responsibilities of
categorical programming (Title 1) and the management of the English Learners (Bilingual).
Additional support will also be required in the second year as the visual arts electives will be
expanded, as well as the initial development of a theater arts sequence of electives. The
leadership team will also expand the artist-in-residence partnership with the Music Center,
requiring additional funding for the professional development and collaboration between three
more cohorts of teachers.
If not addressed in the first year of operation, the leadership team intends to utilize the proposed
modified traditional school year calendar to specifically target groups of students to participate in
the brief intersession opportunities in year two and beyond. The flexibility provided by the
Transparent Budgeting Process will help fund intensive inter-quarter review classes for students
who are in jeopardy of not passing a class by the end of the semester. English Language Arts,
ESL, and Mathematics will be the subjects of focus for this program. Pending availability,
enrichment classes may be offered in other areas such as science and art.
Year three will mark the culmination of the first group of students completing a three-year
sequence of arts electives within a specific area of study. The budgetary needs of this third year
will center on finalizing the elective pathway for the music, visual arts, and theater programs.
Students in their third year at the middle school will also participate in their service learning
project, emphasizing the skills and concepts they mastered within their specific sequence of arts
electives.
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The leadership team will explore using the per pupil funding allocation made available in years
three, four, five, and beyond to address any further needs identified by the SPSA, advisory
councils, and school committees. Priorities for the flexible budget development will be to
continue the sequence of arts electives and to enhance the intervention opportunities in English
Language Arts and Mathematics during the day by scheduling students to participate in lab
classrooms or additional support classes in these subjects. Emphasis will remain on the
classroom, keeping student to teacher ratios low and personalizing the instructional needs of the
students as much as possible.
13d. Budget Development
The budget development process at CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will consider the input
from all of the different groups of stakeholders. Prior to making any budgetary
recommendations, the principal will meet with District fiscal specialists to estimate the basic
allocation and per pupil funding amount available to the school. Then, the process will begin
with input from the advisory councils (ELAC and CEAC) and school site committees.
Recommendations will be presented to the School Site Council, and eventually be approved by
the Governing School Council to determine the budget priorities. Due to the collaboration
between the two pilot school applicants, the Governing School Council will meet with their
counterparts from CRMS#7 Business and Technology School to make the final financial
decisions. Throughout the budget development process, the minutes of any council meeting will
be publicly posted, supporting the transparency of the budgeting process.

Section 14: Implementation
14a. Implementation plan
The leadership team of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will dedicate ample time and
resources to setting the vital structures of the school and professional development priorities in
place before the first day of the 2011-2012 school year. The principal and school leadership will
collaborate with CRMS#7 Business and Technology School and Kinetic Charter Academy to
implement several of the initial rituals and routines essential to the opening of a new school site.
The two pilot schools and charter school will also seek opportunities to link their professional
development plans, to maximize meeting time before and during the school year.
The first year priorities of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture include an intensive teacher
orientation period, promoting an understanding of the positive school culture and preparing the
teachers for the expectations and goal for the school year. Within the teacher orientation period,
planned for two weeks in July, teachers will collaborate to develop long term pacing plans and
class syllabi to present to the parents and students on the first day of school. School leadership
will also provide annual district mandated presentations, and work with the staff to create or
update the Positive School-wide Behavior Management Plan. During the first year, the school’s
partnership with the Music Center will begin with a small group of teachers in sixth grade and
gradually grow in the following years. The school will also leverage its relationship with One –
LA to develop a cohesive school culture aligned with the vision and mission statements. School
site committees will be formed and descriptions of the roles and responsibilities will be published
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as official school documents. Finally, the staff will be introduced to the targeted school-wide
instructional strategies, particularly focusing on the implementation of SDAIE across all content
areas in the first year (See Attachment G).
The elements of the school-wide arts program unique to CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture
will take five years to fully develop. The first phase of implementing the sequence of arts
electives will focus primarily on the two or three cohorts of sixth grade teachers, impacting a
segment of the initial group of sixth grade students. The second phase will dramatically impact
the school-wide arts program, as the original groups of students promote to seventh, and the size
of the sixth grade cohort of teachers trained in the Music Center’s Artists-in-Residence program
doubles. The third year will offer the Artist-in-Residence partnership for all sixth grade cohorts,
and continue the professional development opportunities with the previously trained teachers.
The complete rollout will be executed in year four and five, as the sixth grade class of the 20132014 school year matriculates to seventh and eighth grade. The eighth grade service learning
component emphasized in the sequence of arts classes and school philosophy will be required in
the third year of operation. This will allow the group of students participating in the first phase
of the Music Center partnership enough time to develop their artistic skills and ability to become
civically engaged in an effective manner.
14b. Waivers
The applicant team of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture will adhere to several of the
stipulations delineated in the Memorandum of Understanding between the Los Angeles Unified
School District and United Teachers Los Angeles (UTLA), entitled “Los Angeles Pilot Schools
Agreement” (December 2, 2009), published on the UTLA website (Attachment 27). Specific
waivers will be requested for staffing procedures, work hours, schedule, participation on
leadership teams, and the transfer process. The applicant team is requesting that priority is given
to the members of the writing team who have contributed almost six months of uncompensated
time on the proposal. Additionally, matrix development and teacher placement is based on
student need, as opposed to seniority (waiver for Article IX-A). In year two and beyond, staffing
will not be affected by seniority and any “must place” transfer situations.
A waiver to modify elements in Article IX of the Collective Bargaining Agreement at CRMS#7
School of Arts and Culture will be requested to meet the requirements of the initial Election-toWork agreement. One modification is that teachers will be on-site from 7:45-3:33 daily, and the
regularly scheduled professional development meetings will be changed to Monday mornings. A
second waiver will be requested to extend required professional development opportunities
before, during, and after the school year for up to 17 days, compensated at District Sponsored
Training (DST) rate or at the teachers’ tenthly-time rate. Finally, a waiver will be requested for
Article XI 2.0 to accommodate the increased autonomy of the pilot school in its ability to
transfer teachers who are not meeting the higher expectations of the established school culture.
Modifications within Article XI 2.0 will meet the demands of the Election-to-Work agreement,
created by the stakeholders of CRMS#7 School of Arts and Culture and approved by the
Governing School Council.
See LAUSD/UTLA Waiver-Side Letter Request Forms, Attachments 28-30
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